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Big Sandy Ambassador
College started in 1964
The following is an update of an
article that appeared in issue No. 68
of THE JOURNAL, dated Sept. 30, 2002.
This article is the third in a series.
By John Warren
IG SANDY, Texas—In the two
previous articles about the history of the Radio Church of
God (which became the Worldwide Church of
God) in East
Texas and beyond, THE JOURNAL looked at
Sabbath services, festival observances, Imperial Schools
and, briefly, at
A m b a s s a d o r Leroy Neff
College.
(The two previous articles ran in
THE JOURNAL in issues No. 166 and
167, dated September-October 2014
and Nov. 30, 2014.)
This third report aims to focus on
the college years: the era of the
church’s sponsorship and operation of
Ambassador College, especially the
Texas campus.
Readers can check THE JOURNAL’s
previous two issues for details about the
founding of Ambassador in Big Sandy.
For this month’s article THE JOURNAL interviewed people who were
involved with the Texas campus of the
church-run institution of higher learn-
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ing during its early history, beginning
with its founding year, 1964.
To be or not to be a college
Kenneth Swisher was serving as
the church pastor at Big Sandy at the
end of last month’s historical review
of the Radio/Worldwide Church of
God in Big Sandy. Mr. Swisher served
the local congregation from 1957
until August of 1963.
Now is the time to introduce Leroy
Neff, who was 78 years old and residing in Big Sandy with his wife, Maxine at the time of the interview.
Since the original version of this
history ran, both Mr. and Mrs. Neff
have died, Mr. Neff in January 2014
and Mrs. Neff in 2010.
Mr. and Mrs. Neff, who were married in 1942, observed their 60th wedding anniversary on Aug. 15, 2002.
Mr. Neff retired in 1995 from the employ of the Worldwide Church of
God, Pasadena, Calif., where his final
duties were as a member and secretary of the church’s board of trustees.
He entered Ambassador College in
Pasadena in 1955 at age 35 and graduated in 1959. He was ordained in
May 1958 as an elder.
He worked as manager of the Radio
Church of God’s mail-receiving department and served as pastor of the Long
Beach, Calif., congregation before
church founder Herbert W. Armstrong
sent him to Texas in 1963 as business
manager for the project at Big Sandy.
See THIRD AMBASSADOR, page 4

Start your virtual Feast
2014 tour in Thailand
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east of Tabernacles reports
sent in by readers of THE
JOURNAL continue below for
Feast 2014. Many, but not all, 2014
observances started on the evening
of Oct. 8 and ran through Oct. 16.
If you haven’t done so already,
you’re invited to send your Feast
report for THE JOURNAL to info@
thejournal.org or P.O. Box 1020, Big
Sandy, Texas 75755, U.S.A.
REPORT FROM THAILAND
HIANG MAI, Thailand—In
2014 the Legacy Foundation
played host to the Feast of Tabernacles in Chiang Mai.
We had 45 guests show up to
keep the Feast at the Empress Hotel
in the center of Chiang Mai. We had
brethren come from America and
Australia as well as our Legacy students, employees and volunteers (of
whom I am one).
We also had the pleasure of having two ajaans (Thai for teachers)
who were here last year come and
visit for two weeks. The students
were so thrilled to see them again,
and it was a joy to see that reunion.
The current Legacy volunteers
had a taste of what it’s like to have
many responsibilities at the Feast,
and it was a tremendous learning
experience for us.
We had many activities planned
for the Feast in Chiang Mai, and all
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History lesson
No. 3 begins
on this page

were excited for each new day.
Three days into this wonderful
spiritual week we hopped into the
vans bright and early and took off
to a day filled with elephants and
rafting.
Guests and third-year students
enjoyed a day watching an elephant
show, petting the elephants and even
being picked up by their powerful
trunks.
After the show and one-on-one
time with the gentle creatures, we
took turns two by two hopping onto
the top of an elephant and swaying
off on a 20-minute trek through the
jungle and across two rivers. It was
an amazing experience filled with
smiles and elephant trumpets.
Legacy school and farm
We also visited the Legacy school
and farm. The students and volunteers had spent weeks preparing the
farm and school for our guests. We
took great joy in giving them a tour
of our grounds.
The guests were impressed with
the farm and crops that we grow, and
they enjoyed the fresh chicken dinner provided by one of our Burmese
families.
The queen’s project
We also went to Queen Sirikit’s
Royal Project at Mae Tam. That was
See FEAST, page 23
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More Feast 2014
FEAST IN THAILAND—A young lady rides an elephant during the Feast of
Tabernacles in October 2014 in Thailand. Beginning on this page is the second
installment of Feast reports from the 2014 observances. See reports from
Thailand, Colorado, Kachinland and Iowa beginning on this page. See more photos from the Feast on page 23. [Photo courtesy Leon Sexton]

IG SANDY—J O U R N A L
writer and amateur historian
John Warren has dug up
more information about
the early days
of the Radio
and Worldwide Church
of God, especially the
part of the
history that
centers on John Warren
the church’s
formerly extensive property and
membership in the Big Sandy area.
Don’t miss Mr. Warren’s interviews with Les McCullough, Leroy Neff, Jeanette Weinbrenner
and Gerald Tucker in this issue.
See also the historical photos on
pages 4, 5 and 22.
The article begins on this page.

LCG council discusses succession, the spirit
world, habits of communication and doctrine
By Edward Malone
iving Church of God founder
and presiding evangelist Roderick C. Meredith recently conducted a meeting of his church’s
council of elders to discuss doctrinal
issues.
The council members also passed
an “affirmation” stating who would be
next in line to succeed Dr. Meredith in
the event he was no longer able to preside over the church.
The council, which also deliberated
several other matters, has no binding
authority over the church or its administration. It serves strictly in an advisory capacity.
However, Dr. Meredith and the
council discussed a wide range of
issues, and a church announcement
described the meeting as “very profitable.”
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Topics talked about
The council met Nov. 10-12, 2014,
to discuss, among other things, the
church’s manpower needs, the church’s

handling of emerging social issues including the spirit world, the communication-intake habits of young people
vs. older adults (Internet, television,
etc.) and several doctrinal issues.
During the meetings, as reported to
THE JOURNAL by council member Dexter Wakefield, Dr. Meredith stressed
the importance of staying close to
God and working together in unity to
finish the “work.”
Mr. Wakefield said that, although
doctrinal issues were discussed, no
doctrinal changes were considered.
Doctrinal discussions usually consist
of a review of current events as they
relate to the church’s teachings on
prophecy, Mr. Wakefield said.
He cited progress in the church’s
work in 2014, including an 8.3 percent
increase from the previous year in
Feast of Tabernacles attendance (10,289), a 5 percent increase in income
and a Tomorrow’s World magazine circulation approaching 500,000.
According to information from
pastors and regional directors as

reported in a news release, church
attendance for the LCG was calculated to be at an average of 9,100 throughout the world in September 2014, representing an increase of about 3 percent
for the first nine months of the year.
The LCG, headquartered in Charlotte, N.C., produced 55 Tomorrow’s
World telecasts, drawing nearly 2,500
Internet visitors.
220 students
As of the time of the meeting, the
church’s online institution of higher
learning, Living University, had about
220 distance-learning students enrolled. The university recently added
three new faculty members.
The council of elders of the Living
Church of God, which consists of
about 14 members, all of whom are
selected by Dr. Meredith and may be
removed at his discretion, meets at
least twice a year in person and once
or twice a year via telephone.
The purpose of the council is to
See LIVING REPORTS, page 23

BSA publishes annual Directory
of Sabbath Observing Groups
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ATTLE GROUND, Wash.—The Bible Sabbath Association (BSA) invites Church of
God members to sign up as official BSA supporters.
The BSA began in 1945 to promote the Sabbath
and cooperation among Sabbath observers.
It is not a church denomination “and does not
promote church ecumenism,” according to a promotional brochure.
Members may vote to elect officers of the association.

A one-year membership is $25. A family membership costs $30. Institutional memberships are
$50 each. A lifetime membership goes for $500.
The BSA’s board of directors has been working
on its new Directory of Sabbath Observing Groups
and hopes to have it available in February 2015.
For more information visit The Sabbath Sentinel
magazine’s website, biblesabbath.org.
Or write the BSA at 802 NW 21st Ave., Battle
Ground, Wash. 98604, U.S.A.
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Letters from our readers
‘The Endtime’s End’
rom 15 January 2014nnnnnnnn
There are 1,335 daysnnnnnnnn
To 10 September 2018,
The Feast of Trumpets Holy Day.
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What if God decides
That ends the endtime?
Are you ready for Jacob’s Time of
Trouble?
Is your faith steel or stubble?
“I’ll send you the prophet Elijah”
--God faithfully promised Earth-“The hearts of Israel to stir.
Or I’ll utterly destroy this world of
no worth.”
Since the whole world’s survival
Depends on
the success
of Elijah’s
revival,
Did HWA’s
birth on 31
July 1892
the Endtime
debut?
Will it end
after 2018’s
Geoff Neilson
Day of
Atonement
(Shortly after Satan’s imprisonment)?
Exactly 8 × (8 + 8) prophetic years
later in time
Stamping the whole endtime with
Jesus’ 888 sign?
What if God decides that to measure the Temple
The Two Witnesses must “rise”
from their graves?
Waves of shock would make half
Laodicea tremble,
Philadelphia in the Place of Safety
assemble.
Would this explain how
“Zerubbabel” laid the foundation
Of God’s third and endtime
Temple on the one hand?
And, on the other, also finishes this
spiritual Zion,
So there’s no denying, he’s the
Eternal’s chosen man?
And what if God forgave all the
sins of “Joshua”?
Won’t that great act of mercy be a
sign to all
Mauled by sin? No matter how
poor or posh they are?
Scarred Laodiceans can repent and
rise from their fall.
And what if Elijah stood beside his
son, to garner the harvest
Of viewers, listeners and readers
from all clans
Spanned across the world—the
countless millions they did first
assist,
Enlist their remnant anew, point
them to the Promised Land?
What two servants of God would
be more widely recognized
By Heads of State and average me
and you?
Who could the Church worldwide,
more unify and galvanize?
Realize Elijah and son may have a
second coming too.
And what if this is the final test of
your heart and mine?
Would we follow Elijah a second
time?
Or would our present loyalties
seem more sublime?
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Are we Philadelphians, measured
by Zerubbabel’s plumb line?
Author’s notes re the preceding: For
the 1,335-days prophecy, see Daniel 12.
From and including Thursday, Jan. 15,
2015, to and including the Feast of
Trumpets on Monday, Sept. 10, 2018 =
1,335 days.
From and including Sunday, July 31,
1892, Herbert W. Armstrong’s birth, to
and including Friday Sept. 28, 2018, the
fifth day of the Feast of Tabernacles (and
ninth day after Atonement that year) =
46,080 days or 8 × (8 × 8) × 360 days.
The numerical value of the name
Jesus in Greek = 888.
To calculate the duration between two
dates, see www.timeanddate.com/date/
duration.html.

Geoffrey R. Neilson
Cape Town, South Africa
Grab your Strong’s
In issue No. 165 Roger Pietsch
makes observations about the Sabbath
and a possible change of the Sabbath
from the seventh day of the week to
the first day of the week. His point
concerns the usage of Strong’s Exhaustive Concordance, entry No. 4521,
regarding Matthew 28:1.
He claims the word means Sabbath,
which it can mean. He concludes from
this that there is a possible valid reason for the change from the seventh
day of the week as holy to the first day

The verse in question
refers to the end of the
weekly Sabbath and beginning of the first day
of the week at sundown. This explanation fits perfectly
with a burial directly
before sundown 72 hours
earlier.
Mr. Pietsch appears to
have taken a single definition and come to a conclusion based on that definition.
This method flies in the face of the
proper method of scriptural study, in
which we are to seek multiple scriptures to base our conclusions of a doctrine or teaching upon, and if we come
to a conclusion contradicting the preponderance of other scriptures we
must conclude we do not understand
the single one correctly for some unknown reason.
Bill Hawkins
Bethlehem, Ind.
Dr. Deakins clarification
Clarification: An article in THE
JOURNAL dated July 31, 2014 [see
“COG Downers Grove Merges With
Chicagoland COG” in issue No. 164]
inaccurately described the relationship involving Dr. Don Deakins and
the Church of God International while
he was pastoring the Chicago congregation in the middle 1990s.
To say or imply Dr. Deakins was
“stripped of his credentials” is false.
Quite to the contrary, his ministry with
the CGI continued while he remained
in Chicago. Later on, when he and his
wife moved to Ohio, he carried CGI
credentials and continued his service
to the church.
Charles Groce
Home office,
Church of God International
Tyler, Texas

How to subscribe to THE JOURNAL
Keep up with news of the Churches of
God and your friends in all the groups by
subscribing to THE JOURNAL: NEWS OF THE
CHURCHES OF GOD for (in the United
States) $15 for six issues, $28 for 12 issues or $49 for 24 issues. Gift subscriptions to THE JOURNAL are available. For
non-U.S. subscriptions mailed from Big
Sandy, the price is $17 for six issues, $30
for 12 issues or $55 for 24 issues. For
prices for ordering through one of our
international distributors, below, please
check with the individual distributor.
To subscribe, renew or order a gift subscription in the United States, Australia,
Britain, Canada, South Africa, New Zealand or elsewhere, use the coupon on the
last page or a plain piece of paper and

will not strike,” I do not recall hearing
that idea from Worldwide, and I began
with them back in the late 1960s.
Maybe they taught it—I do not
know offhand—but I did know even
then that some of the attitudes toward
medicines and doctors were very, very
wrong, and I rejected them.
The thrust of that portion of my
piece [“Here Are Answers for Dennis
Mouland” in issue No. 166, dated
September-October 2014], however,
referred to godly dramatic “intervention” or, rather, the lack of it in all religious quarters, even globally, but especially within the dedicated Christian community.
About intervention, I know of no
verifiable proof of persons, after
prayer, who have had amputated limbs
immediately restored; no one who has
been brought back from the dead; not
one innocent child immediately healed
by prayer who had contracted some
awful disease or had some congenital
disorder like polio, HIV, autism, weaknesses due to severe malnutrition,
heart abnormalities, leprosy or thalidomide, untimely falls and so on.

‘To learn might be acceptable as part of the greater-good
concept, but it’s a concept I reject. Yet I agree: “Shame
on those who try to take faith and hope away.” ’
of the week being holy.
But he neglects to consider that
Strong’s also says it can mean “week.”
In the KJV the phrase reads “In the
end of the sabbath, as it began to dawn
toward the first day of the week.”
The key he and the majority of the
world is missing is the word dawn.
This is Strong’s No. 2020, epiphosko.
Most will use the first definition
Strong’s offers for this word: “to begin
to grow light, begin to dawn.”
However, Strong’s offers another
understanding of this word: “draw
on,” meaning in the process of coming
to pass.
I could just as accurately use the
word in this sentence: “As Dec. 31,
1999, came to a close, and the 21st
century began to dawn . . .”
That usage fits with everything we
know concerning the timing of Passover and Christ’s resurrection. The
phrase in Matthew 28 could have been
translated “As the end of the Sabbath
drew on, and the beginning of the first
day of the week was dawning . . .”
Remember the beginning of a day
as understood by everyone in the land
of Israel at that time was at sunset, not
at the rising of the sun.

Diotrephes award
Why doesn’t THE JOURNAL establish
a Diotrephes award in honor of great
examples of ministerial malpractice
and allow church people to vote on it?
Awarding monthly might be a little
much, but quarterly or annually should
be just fine. Everybody would probably like it except the ministers who
might qualify for it.
Mac Overton
Big Sandy, Texas
Reply to Judy
As a brief reply to Judy Biggs (THE
JOURNAL No. 167, letters to the editor):
I appreciate your sorrow regarding the
death of my son, and I certainly understand the tragedies of life, perhaps
even yours to some degree, as much as
I dare imagine, yet never really knowing the extent or depth of your anguish, something I cannot know.
Many of us suffer daily much
worse than I ever have, and I thank
Yahweh daily that my life is as fruitful
and good as it is.
Although I never said or suggested
that “the church (WCG?)” did anything
wrong, much less suggested that they
said “If you do all these things, tragedy

Please notice

iews stated in any article, letter, editorial, essay, cartoon or other feature in
THE JOURNAL are those of the writers or sources quoted by the writers and
should not be viewed as the official position of any group or organization, nor
do they necessarily reflect the views of anyone on the staff of THE JOURNAL. Articles, letters and features are presented in the interest of furthering communication and discussion among readers of this newspaper. JOURNAL readers are invited to submit letters
and articles of response to JOURNAL articles they agree with or disagree with.

But we have our anecdotes. Could I
be wrong? We pray and pray for people
to be dramatically healed and, eventually, some get better and some do not.
Why would God drag his feet in
healing our innocents or the righteous? Does not the Bible promise
healing via “the prayer of faith” and
belief (James 5:14-15; compare Mark
11:23-24)?
Certainly we can learn something
through affliction and suffering—if
we live—but millions upon millions
do not survive murders, accidents,
afflictions and weather-related events,
so they learn nothing. To them the
“greater good” notion falls flat.
To learn might be acceptable as part
of the greater-good concept, but it’s a
concept I reject.
Yet I agree: “Shame on those who
try to take faith and hope away.”
F. Paul Haney
Kensington, Conn.
What to say when asked
Q. Why don’t you observe Christmas? Why wouldn’t you want to observe Jesus’ birth?
A. I do indeed observe Jesus’ birth.
However, I observe it at a time of the
year nearer to when He was actually
born. I also observe His death, resurrection and the coming of the Holy Spirit.
Moreover I observe and celebrate
God’s forgiveness of our sins and our
justification or being made right before the Lord! In addition I celebrate
the knowledge that God imputes Jesus’ righteousness to us. Similarly I
celebrate our sanctification, or being
made holy, before the Lord.
These things God has already done
for us. Further, I also observe and celebrate events yet to come that God has

mail to one of these addresses (when
ordering from the U.S. address, please
remit in U.S. funds):
THE JOURNAL, P.O. Box 1020, Big Sandy,
Texas 75755, U.S.A.; info@thejournal.
org. (See subscription prices above.)
THE JOURNAL, c/o Lewis McCann, 24
Bradvue Cres., Bradville, Milton Keynes
MK13 7AJ, United Kingdom; £25 for 12
issues; 100702.2766@compuserve.com.
Canadian subscribers: Please subscribe through the Big Sandy address.
Canadian subscriptions in U.S. dollars
are $17 for six monthly issues, $30 for 12
issues or $55 for 24 issues. Please remit
in U.S. funds drawn on a U.S. bank or as
a postal money order.

promised: the glorious future promised
by our Creator; Jesus’ Second Coming
as King of Kings to set up His Kingdom on the earth; and the resurrection
of the saints at that time when they will
live and rule with Him for 1,000 years!
And that is just the beginning of
what I observe and celebrate. As magnificent as it will be, the millennial
reign of Jesus on earth will be just
temporary.
The best part is yet to come. One or
more resurrections to eternal life will
take place. God has planned for us a
totally new beginning. The present
temporary physical creation will pass
away to be replaced by that which is
permanent, the New Heavens and the
New Earth!
An unimaginably dazzling future
will last for eternity that we can only
begin to comprehend. All of this is
genuinely something to celebrate.
All these and yet other things not
yet revealed are what we celebrate
when we observe the days God has
given us in Leviticus 23. How much of
this would we miss if we were to celebrate only the days of human origin?
Robert Macdonald
Lebanon, Mo.
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Columns and commentary

Now is not a good time to feel good, COGs
The author and his wife, Margie,
settled on a farmstead in the Missouri
Ozarks where they homeschooled
their five children and have lived a
quiet country life. In 2004 they began
Homeschool Helpers to encourage
Christian homeschool families with
activities and a free newsletter. He is
also the author of several books on
Amazon and WND.
By Dan L. White
ARTVILLE, MO.—America’s
War on God.” So reads the
cover of the November-December issue of The Good News, a
magazine published by the United
Church of God.
Wow.
For decades Church of God magazines have been repositories of theological discussion, propaganda pieces
for the particular publishing corporation and feel-good material for those
who are in “God’s church.”
Leaf through basically any of these
periodicals, sample the articles and
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what do you find? You find religious
articles that choose to ignore the
tsunami of sin that is sweeping the
world, with America leading the front
wave.
Feast sites, both corporate and independent, usually
follow the same
pattern, preferring to lift up the
people with messages about
“God’s Kingdom” rather than
weigh them down
with depressing
discussion of the
incredible curDan White
rent events.
Some have that
as an explicit speaking policy, some as
an implicit, unstated approach, but
most COG Feast sites, like most COG
magazines, follow the feel-good approach.
Even independent COG ministers
who don’t have a corporation to shield

have expressed the same policy, openly stating that they purposely ignore
speaking about all the problems surrounding us.
Beloved but irrelevant
I well recall when I visited the site
of a COG corporation hoping for
some spiritual exhortation in a time of
unprecedented ugliness.
I went to the commentary of a beloved former Ambassador professor,
thinking surely this guy will have
something relevant to say.
His commentary was on the Seven
Laws of Success, just as if we were
back in his class 40-plus years ago
when no AC graduates had ever experienced a divorce, when almost all
children were born into whole families and when there was no such thing
as gay marriage.
Discussion of sin
The discussion of the rampant sin
in today’s society, to whatever degree,

By Daniel Botha
OCKWALL, Texas—Recently, when picking up my grandson from middle school, I noticed he was wearing a rubber wristband he had got at a Promise Makers
meeting at school. On it was printed
the following: “Phil 4:8.”
That refers to an interesting scripture:
“Finally, brethren, whatever things
are true, whatever things are noble,
whatever things are just, whatever
things are pure, whatever things are
lovely, whatever things are of good
report, if there is any virtue and if
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there is anything praiseworthy–meditate on these things” (Philippians 4:8).
Think on the good things! We live
in a negative society. The news we
listen to on the radio or watch on TV
is negative.
People’s
comments are
negative, and
when we fellowship at church,
by and large our
comments are
negative.
Whatever
things are true
Daniel Botha
Think about
what is true. It is true that the United
States of America is the greatest
country on earth.
It still has the No. 1 economy in the
world. The New York stock exchange

It’s a good idea to spend
time with your children

See MEMO, page 6

We should think more on the good things
The writer, born in South Africa in
1943, was a pastor in the Worldwide
Church of God for many years. Mr.
Botha graduated from the Bricket
Wood, England, campus of Ambassador College in 1967. He lives with his
wife, Helen, in a suburb of Dallas.

“Be an organ donor. Give your heart to Jesus!”

is at its highest ever. Companies are
making record profits.
The United States, which many
predicted would be enslaved to Middle East oil, is producing as much oil
as Saudi Arabia, if not more.
All these things are true, but we do
not focus on those.
The Affordable Care Act has given
more than 25 million people—including me—health care. That is good
news, yet that is not what we hear about
in conversations after Sabbath services.
How Americans vote
One reporter noted that Americans
do not vote for something, they vote
against things or people.
We focus on the problems, the difficulties, and, far too often, our conversations reflect that negativity.
It is true that God has blessed us
See OF COURSE, page 6

The writer is an independent
Church of God member living in East
Texas. He is married and has two natural children and two stepchildren.
His family enjoys the fellowship at the
Church of God International in Tyler
and Church of God Big Sandy.
By Wesley Worthen
YLER, Texas—I began compiling this article with a
thought of someone who was
dealing with being unable to spend
time with his children as much as I
had formerly been able to.
I thought I might share my personal experience and words to help them
and others cope with the affair of not
spending time with their children,
whether by circumstance or choice.
I come from a family that is, at
best, scarce in providing love and
support for their children.
I do not know why this is, but I
have had to grow up while coping
with being left out and feeling like I
am not part of the family. This has led
me to create a different atmosphere
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with my own children, whether stepchildren or biological children.
My wife and I love each of these
children and find much to be thankful
for when we are
with them or
without. We
want them to
see the love my
wife and I have
for them and
foster an atmosphere of warmth
and togetherness.
I, personally,
have made many
Wesley Worthen
errors in judgment throughout life and created an
environment where I do not get to see
my biological children very often.
My daughter came from my first
marriage, and it has been a wonderful
road back into her life.
After numerous bad decisions and
hurtful rifts between her mom and
me, she is being given an opportunity
See EVEN BRIEF TIME, page 6

All maidens slept while the groom tarried Are you hot, cold or lukewarm?
The writer pastors the Church of
God Big Sandy and is a regular columnist for THE JOURNAL.
By Dave Havir
IG SANDY, Texas—Recently I
encouraged people to consider
reading some of the Kingdom
parables found in the book of Matthew. The parable of the 10 virgins is
found in Matthew 25:1-13.
“Then the kingdom of heaven shall
be likened to ten virgins who took
their lamps and went out to meet the
bridegroom” (verse 1).
The main point of the parable is
found in verse 13.
“Watch therefore, for you know
neither the day nor the hour in which
the Son of Man is coming” (verse 13).
In this column we will look at a few
aspects about weddings in the Bible,
including during the time Jesus spoke
this parable.
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Torches in the night
On page 199 of The Family Encyclopedia of the Bible we read: “The
wedding took place when the bridegroom had the new home ready. With
his friends, he went to his bride’s
house in the evening.
“She was waiting, veiled and in her
wedding dress. She wore jewellery
which the bridegroom had given her.
Sometimes he gave her a head-band of
coins . . .
“In a simple ceremony, the veil was

taken from the bride’s face and laid on
the bridegroom’s shoulder.
“The bridegroom, his ‘best man’
(called a ‘companion’) and his friends
(called the sons of the bridechamber)
then took the bride back to his own or
his parents’ home for a wedding feast
to which all their friends were invited.
“The friends waited at the roadside
in their best clothes and went in torchlight procession to the new home,
sometimes with music and
dancing.”
Wise or foolish?
When the 10 maidens were going to
meet the groom, all
of them took their lamps
with them (verse 1).
Half of the maidens were wise and
half were foolish (verse 2). The foolish
virgins did not take oil for their lamps
(verse 3). The wise virgins did indeed
take oil for their lamps (verse 4).
Oil for lamps
What were the lamps and the oil
used at that time of history?
On page 709 in The New Bible Dictionary we read: “The conventional
lamp was for indoor use, and what
was needed (and what is still sometimes used) at a wedding was a torch.
The rags which formed its wick needed to be soaked in oil.
“It seems that the foolish virgins had
no oil at all (verse 3), and therefore

when they lit their torches they went
out straightway (verse 8). The wise had
taken oil in separate containers ready
for use at the appropriate moment.”
What does oil symbolize?
One common interpretation among
Bible students is that the oil symbolizes the Holy Spirit.
Some people object to that particular interpretation because verse 9
says that the wise virgins told the
foolish virgins to “buy” oil—and
the Bible says that people cannot “buy” the Holy Spirit
(Acts 8:20).
Ah, but remember. Discern the main point of the
parable without seeking to
apply every analogy literally.
It is my perspective that the interpretation of the oil picturing the Holy
Spirit makes a good point. But I don’t
believe that such an interpretation is
the only interpretation.
Whatever the oil pictures, an important lesson is that each person is
responsible for his own behavior.
Time to wake up
When the groom tarried, all the
maidens slept (verse 5). All 10 of
them. The groom finally came at midnight (verse 6).
Those maidens with oil went forward to the marriage (verse 10). When
those without oil finally arrived, they
were shut out (verses 11-12).

Write the author of this article at
rayedaly@bis.midco.net
By Ray E. Daly
INCOLN, N.D.—The words
of the title of this short article
are based on Revelation. 3:156. They are descriptive of the endtime Laodicean church.
Does this
mean these words
are not a part of
the six churches that come
before Laodicea?
Of course
not. Each letter
was a message
to all the
churches.
My point: Ray Daly
What do those
words mean as they pertain to
Sabbath-observing churches today?
Are there any lukewarms in any
of the other six? Consider that it is
possible that all of the positive and
negative aspects of the seven can be
found in each of the seven.
There are those who are hot, and
there are those who are cold. And
these two words do not identify any
COG in particular, for in each COG
there will be all three kinds of people and attitudes.
In the Garden of Eden there were
a hot tree and a cold tree. Both were

L

good. In other words, the Tree of the
Knowledge of Good and Evil (TKGE)
was not a tree of sin. The difference
was that in one was spiritual life
promised. In the other good tree
only physical life was promised.
Therefore any lukewarm teaching
has to pertain to there being a middle
ground. To put it simply: Choose you
this day! Why do you sit between
two opinions? Can two walk together except they be agreed?
The Tree of Life represents a law.
The TKGE represents a law. No human reasoning allowed. The Tree of
Life represents the spiritual law of
the Ten Commandments. The TKGE
represents the law of Moses.
To be hot means the Tree of Life.
The law of Moses, with its physical
nature, can earn you no spiritual
brownie points.
There is a law that leads to life,
and there is a law that leads to death.
There is a tree that leads to life, and
there is a tree that leads to death.
Where does lukewarmness enter
in? Well, almost all Sabbath observers
seem to think that, to attain to the Tree
of Life, they must also trust the observance of the law of the TKGE.
Choose you this day whom you
will serve. Can we walk together
unless we be agreed? We are saved
by faith. Moses’ law is not of faith.
How many witnesses from Scripture does it take for you to understand?
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Third Ambassador campus came to East Texas in 1964
Continued from page 1

Mr. Armstrong appointed Mr. Neff
as “acting deputy chancellor” in 1964
(Mr. Armstrong was chancellor) and
charged him with the responsibility of
preparing for the opening of the third
campus of the college. The two others
were in Pasadena and in Bricket Wood,
England.
“Why I was chosen [to head up the
Texas campus] I don’t know,” Mr. Neff
told THE JOURNAL. “Maybe it was because I was a little older than most of
the students who went through Ambassador in Pasadena and had some business and supervisory experience.
“At first they were going to make me
the registrar, but they made me acting
deputy chancellor.”
Mr. Armstrong, his son Garner Ted,
Al Portune (executive assistant to the
younger Mr. Armstrong) and other
church officials had discussed the possibility of opening a Texas campus for
years, but, for one reason or another
(usually finances), the proposed opening was invariably postponed.

On again, off again
Mr. Neff was not involved with the
preliminary discussions about a third
college campus.
“In the summer of 1963 my wife had
been sick for about nine months, and
then she was healed,” he explained.
“We came to Big Sandy after that.
“We arrived in August. It seemed
like a logical decision to open a college
because the church had the property
here and Imperial [the elementary and
high school] was already here.”
Mr. Neff said the decision to start
Ambassador in East Texas was “on
again off again” many times.
“It was probably Ted Armstrong
who wanted the college here. His wife
[Shirley, daughter of Roy and Pearl
Hammer] was from here, and he liked
this area.”
When Mr. Neff arrived in Big Sandy
as business manager of the church’s
building project, Mr. Armstrong had
not yet decided to open the campus.
(The project already included facilities to accommodate the yearly Feast of
Tabernacles observance on the church’s
grounds.)
Mr. Armstrong appointed Mr. Neff
as the new church pastor and district
superintendent in 1964 when he transferred Mr. Swisher to another area.
During the 1960s Mr. Armstrong and
other officials of the church’s administration placed prominent ministers over regions of the United States to
supervise church pastors. These men
were known at various times as district
superintendents, regional directors and
area coordinators.
Mr. Neff remembered that Buck
Hammer of Gladewater, Texas, had
possession of the checkbook, serving as
a one-man business department before
the opening of the new business office.
“Bob Ruxton had been sent down
from Pasadena before I got here, and he
was put over buildings and grounds,”
said Mr. Neff. “I came as business
manager, and before that time there had
not been a business office.
“I had never done anything like this.
We started from scratch. It took time to
set up accounts payable and accounts
receivable and other business systems.”
Mr. Ruxton, an engineer, worked as
a church employee until his death in a
car accident near the property in 1965.
The biggest challenge
Readers of this series of articles will
remember the financial challenges that
greeted the opening of Ambassador in
Pasadena and that church employees
sometimes went without paychecks for
extended periods.
After years of discussions concerning a possible college in Big Sandy,
money was still an issue.
“The biggest challenge was money,”
said Mr. Neff. “As I recall, we opened
the college on a shoestring budget of
$50,000.”
The property included two “tabernacle” buildings—the Redwood Building
and the Field House—and the little
metal cabins called Booth City that
accommodated Feast observers.
The first Ambassador students lived
in the booths of Booth City (see
Leviticus 23:42 for why the cabins
were known as booths).
Mr. Neff first tackled the problem of
where to conduct classes. He directed

(with Mr. Armstrong’s authorization)
the purchase of “temporary classroom
buildings” that church work crews assembled near the Redwood Building.
The supposedly temporary buildings
were used by the college until the
1990s, when they were sold and moved
just before the church sold the whole
property in 2000.
“The booths were completely bare,”
said Mr. Neff. “There was no air conditioning or heating. We had to add gas
heaters to each booth. We ordered big
fans [for each booth] because of the
summer heat.
“The fans arrived in November.”
Early challenges concerned plumbing, the sewer and the weather. But
those weren’t Mr. Neff’s only problems.
“I was the business manager, church
pastor, district superintendent and acting deputy chancellor. I also taught
three classes.
“We did not have the luxury that
other colleges had where an instructor
could dedicate his time to one class. We
all had multiple responsibilities.”

That first year
Classes of the new school began in
September 1964. The Redwood Building served as classroom space and as
the site of the first “faculty reception.”
Even though the first social event of
each academic year was called the faculty reception, it was more of a reception for the new batch of freshmen. (In
later years it became appropriately
known as the freshman reception.)
“The faculty was in their formal
attire,” remembered Mr. Neff. “Herbert
Armstrong was wearing a tuxedo and
his wife, Loma, an evening gown. The
students were in their best clothes.
“The reception was held in the
non–air-conditioned Redwood Build-

The students that first semester included six senior transfers from Pasadena, 22 juniors, 18 sophomores and 62
freshmen.
“Dale Schurter transferred in for the
second semester to give us seven sen-

Varner Courts.
“Mr. Neff had told me he would be
staying at Varner Courts,” Mrs. Weinbrenner said, “and he had checked in
the day before.
“He put me in contact with Mr.

Jeanette gets married
Miss Raetz witnessed the pleasant
events that impacted the local congregation and campus when the students
arrived that fall.
“I really liked the college coming
because I could fellowship with
the students again,” she said.
“Everyone liked the element of
having the students around.
“The church had sent widows
[literal widows whom the church
financially supported] to Big
Sandy, so it was nice to have students here. When I arrived they
looked at me as young blood.”
Miss Raetz, at one point, was
rooming in Gladewater with a
recent Pasadena graduate, Marilyn Russell (now Mrs. Dwayne
Canup of Big Sandy), who
became the college’s first librarian.
“My office was in the Field
House; Marilyn worked in the
Redwood Building,” remembered Mrs. Weinbrenner. “I felt
so bad for her because I had air
conditioning and she didn’t.”
In 1964 a sophomore transfer
student from Pasadena arrived
CAMPUS ADMINISTRATORS—Above left: Les McCullough addresses a and changed things for the first
crowd assembled for the dedication of the United Church of God’s new home executive secretary. That student
was Loren Weinbrenner of Leoffice in Milford, Ohio, in 2002. Above right: Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Neff. [Left high, Kan., who was to marry
photo by Victor Kubik; right photo courtesy Leroy Neff]
Jeanette Raetz June 19, 1966.
“We were the first married students on the campus here,” rememiors and a total enrollment the first year Swisher and Mr. Rice.”
of 109 students,” Mr. Neff rememA new ranch-style brick house was bered Mrs. Weinbrenner.
Over the years many Ambassador
bered.
going up on the church property adjaMr. Neff served as acting deputy cent to Lake Loma for the Neffs, but it students chose the beautifully landchancellor until Mr. Armstrong ap- was not complete by the time of their scaped and outfitted campus as the
location for their wedding ceremony.
pointed Leslie McCullough as perma- arrival.
nent deputy chancellor later that year.
Mr. Swisher, the church pastor, and Five valedictorians
Mr. McCullough moved to Big assistant pastor Richard Rice found
Once the Weinbrenners were wed,
Sandy in January 1965 and began his housing for the new college employee
Jeanette’s employment ended.
“I had to stop working when I got
married because in those days married
women were not allowed to work,” she
said. “Mr. McCullough came to me and
said, ‘You are getting married. You
know what that means.’ ”
(Some married women did indeed
work on campus. The rule was not hard
and fast.)
duties as administrator of the college, with a “spiritual widow.”
Alice Rothery, sister of Marion Mcpastor of the Big Sandy congregation
(Mrs. Weinbrenner’s description of a
and superintendent of the district that church member as a spiritual widow Cullough (Miss Rothery would eventuincluded Texas, Louisiana, Arkansas, reflected the status of members whom ally marry John Robinson), took the
place of Mrs. Weinbrenner, who had
Oklahoma and New Mexico.
the church had advised to dissolve their worked as executive secretary for 31⁄2
marriages because of the church’s years.
Who was that woman?
divorce-and-remarriage—D&R—
The Weinbrenners’ first child arrived
A young lady played a pivotal role in teachings of that era.
one week after Mr. Weinbrenner’s
the preparation for the new college,
(In this case, the woman would
said Mr. Neff. Jeanette Raetz was a 23- reunite with her husband sometime graduation from the Big Sandy campus.
Melissa Weinbrenner, that baby girl,
year-old Pasadena student who had before the D&R doctrine changed in
would earn her Ph.D. in history from
spent the summer of 1963 in Big Sandy the ’70s.)
Texas A&M University and would be
as a counselor for a summer camp for
Once Mrs. Weinbrenner located her offered a contract by history-departchurch youths on the church property.
new boss and reported to work, she and
Miss Raetz, later Mrs. Loren Wein- Mr. Neff spent the college’s first year ment chairman Rick Sherrod as an
brenner of Big Sandy, told THE JOURNAL “setting up everything in the business instructor at Ambassador in 1996.
However, the Worldwide Church of
how she came to assist Mr. Neff in his office.”
God of 1996 considered Melissa’s conduties.
“I did not have a car,” she said, “and tract null and void because she did not
“I had graduated from college in
Illinois, and I was in my third year at I lived with a single lady, my second agree with then-new doctrines of the
Ambassador,” said Mrs. Weinbrenner, roommate [counting the spiritual WCG and because of her affiliation
with the new United Church of God.
who died in April 2014. “I had been to widow], in Gladewater.”
(More about the WCG and its docEvery
morning
she
would
ride
to
Big Sandy for the Feast and I said, ‘I
trines
and splits in a later issue.)
work
with
Mr.
Neff
or
with
Norvel
didn’t know God made a place on earth
The Weinbrenners were to have two
Pyle, an instructor at Imperial, or some
so hot.’
more children, a daughter, Lori, and a
“I was back home in Illinois during other college employee.
son, Jared.
the summer break when one morning The best-laid plans
All three were valedictorians of their
the phone rang at 8 o’clock and a voice
Mrs. Weinbrenner’s assignment to senior classes at Big Sandy High
said, ‘Do you know who this is?’
“I recognized the voice as that of my temporary duty lasted a little longer School. (Both parents had been valedictorians of their senior classes as well.)
college speech teacher, Mr. Neff. He than she expected.
“I
had
been
appointed
women’s-club
told me Mr. Armstrong had decided to
Providing planes
open a sister campus in Big Sandy and president in Pasadena,” she said. “I
The Neffs stayed in Big Sandy until
‘you are going down there.’
gave that up to come to Big Sandy. I
“I cried all that night. It was totally planned to go back to Pasadena after 1971, when he returned to Pasadena to
manage a burgeoning flight-operations
unexpected, and I had to change all my things got started here.”
department. Mr. Neff had flight training
plans. I got on a train that took me all
But one day Mr. Neff took the young and eventually acquired his private
the way to the Gladewater depot.”
Miss Raetz to lunch at Ma Tucker’s, a pilot’s license.
When Jeanette Raetz, the college’s truck stop adjacent to the church propAt that time the WCG began providnewly hired executive secretary, arrived erty’s main entrance on Highway 80
ing
private planes for the convenience
at the railroad station in Gladewater, (more about Ma Tucker’s later in this
of its executives and others. Planes
eight miles from the college campus, no article).
owned by the church in the ’70s includone was there to meet her.
“Mr. Neff asked me if I minded not
She remembered that she was the going back to college,” she remem- ed a Beechcraft Queen Air, a King Air
only train passenger at the depot the bered. “He said they needed an execu- and a Cessna Citation.
Later Mr. Armstrong would fly in a
day she arrived. The station manager
shut down and locked the depot, then tive secretary, and I had a lot of experi- Gulfstream G-2, then a G-3 (both jets),
while his son, Garner Ted, flew in a
drove her around Gladewater looking ence.”
It was difficult for the future Mrs. Falcon jet.
for a church employee’s residence.
Church officials decided to develop
Miss Raetz thought she knew where Weinbrenner to refuse the job offer
Cecil Reece, an Imperial Schools in- because she had answered a “call to a dirt landing strip on the Big Sandy
structor, lived, but she and her volun- service” when she had first responded property and expanded it over time to
teer chauffeur could not locate the to Mr. Armstrong’s message on the include 5,000 feet of paved runway and
church-sponsored World Tomorrow a hangar.
Reece residence.
The Big Sandy curriculum included
After returning to the train station, radio broadcast.
“I went to Ambassador College be- flight training during part of its history.
Miss Raetz called a Gladewater motel,
See NEW DEPUTY, page 5
Claibourne Courts, later known as cause I wanted to help,” she explained.

‘The biggest challenge was money,’ said Mr. Neff.
‘As I recall, we opened the college on a
shoestring budget of $50,000.’
ing while the temperature and humidity
were very high.”
The same building that had subjected Feastgoers to freezing temperatures
welcomed pioneering college students
with just the opposite. But the college’s
opening couldn’t be delayed simply
because of the lack of a few creature
comforts.
“There was no fine place [in Big
Sandy] like Ambassador Hall in Pasadena,” said Mr. Neff. “The best we
could do was to hold it in the still-unfinished lounge area on the west side of
the Redwood Building.
“The lightbulbs on the ceiling were
bare bulbs. We found some decorative
plastic covers for them. There was no
carpet on the bare concrete floor. For
decorations we used what we had the
most of, the boughs of pine trees.”
Mr. and Mrs. Armstrong and other
members of the faculty stood in line to
shake hands and briefly speak with
each student.
In spite of the hot, sticky and rustic
surroundings, Ambassador College in
Big Sandy was open for business and
was to have a “very memorable year,”
said Mr. Neff.
“Everyone worked very well together. We were really pioneering, and there
was good camaraderie.”

62 freshmen
In the summer of 1964 a few students from the Pasadena campus came
to Big Sandy to work at dressing and
keeping the grounds and finishing out
the offices, kitchens and classrooms.
The first day of classes was Sept. 8.
Mr. Neff taught three of them, Principles of Living, World History, and Old
Testament Survey.
Administrators included dean of faculty Charles Dorothy, dean of students
Ron Kelly and registrar Lynn Torrance.
The faculty included members of the
administration and Kermit Nelson,
Willis “Jack” Bicket, Sidney Hegvold,
Eugene and Ruth Walter, Ben Chapman, Wiley Black, Wilmer Parrish,
Guy Carnes, Marilyn Russell, Cecil
Reece and Leo Bogdanchik.
“Obviously I was busy and not able
to do any job as it should have been
done,” said Mr. Neff.
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New deputy chancellor, pioneer students built the college
Continued from page 4

The McCulloughs on board
In November 1964 Mr. Armstrong
sent Garner Ted Armstrong along with
Mr. McCullough to the Texas campus
to make the announcement at a college
forum (a weekly meeting of college
students and faculty members) that Mr.
McCullough would become the deputy
chancellor as soon as he could move
from Pasadena to Big Sandy.
Mr. Neff continued as business manager and served as pastor of the congregation in Shreveport, La., 90 miles east
of the campus.
Mr. McCullough reflects
Mr. McCullough, now 84, lives in
retirement with his wife, Marion, about
a mile east of the former college campus.
This writer for THE JOURNAL sat
down with Mr. McCullough in 2002 as
he reflected on the challenges and excitement of his first assignment as deputy chancellor.
The newly appointed college administrator graduated from Ambassador in
Pasadena in 1961 and worked as an
assistant to Albert Portune, who himself
was executive assistant to the younger
Mr. Armstrong.
As Mr. Neff had explained, because
of financial and other problems the
often-contemplated opening of the
campus in Texas was delayed.
During one of those delays “I was
supposed to become the business manager in Pasadena and Al Portune was to
be sent to Big Sandy as the first deputy
chancellor,” Mr. McCullough remembered.
“Ted told me that if I was to become
the new manager I needed to see the
church’s operations. He and I were on a
trip to Bricket Wood when someone in
Pasadena asked Mr. Armstrong a question at Bible study.
“The man wanted to know how long
it would be before the employees
would get a paycheck.”
That Bible-study question inspired
Mr. Armstrong to make a change in the
business office: He appointed Mr.
Portune as the new manager.
“After that I was made the deputy
chancellor,” said Mr. McCullough,
“and Ted Armstrong made the announcement in November of 1964.”
Upholstery work
Mr. McCullough was not new to Big
Sandy. He had attended his first Feast
of Tabernacles on the church grounds in
1956.
He also had applied that year to
Ambassador (in Pasadena; that was the
only campus at the time) and had been
denied admission.
He continued working in Portland,
Ore., as an upholsterer until his acceptance to the Pasadena college in
1957.
Mr. McCullough’s wife, the former
Marion Rothery, who grew up in a
Church of God Seventh Day congregation, had wanted to apply to attend
Ambassador but did not because of lack
of funds.
The McCulloughs married in 1952
in Oregon.
Mr. McCullough recalled visiting
Marion one day during their courtship.
“There in the living room talking to
her mother was an elder from the
Church of God Seventh Day named
Dodd,” Mr. McCullough said.
The man was Clarence O. Dodd,
who, with fellow CG7 elder Andrew N.
Dugger, wrote A History of the True
Church Traced From 33 A.D. to Date,
originally published in 1936. (Later
printings changed the name to A History of the True Religion.)
Early Big Sandy
Mr. McCullough recalled the Big
Sandy property in the early days.
“When we got here there really
wasn’t anything here,” he said. “The
Redwood Building was used for almost
everything, although my office was in
the Field House.”
Developing the church grounds into
a college campus was a monumental
undertaking. During the first year an
enrollment of just more than 100 students taxed the facility to its limits.
The water system was not adequate
for the demand. The septic system burst.
Classrooms and “booths” used as student
residences were not air conditioned.

Undaunted, the new deputy chancellor, his faculty and staff and the brave
pioneering students set out to build a
new institution on the sandy hills and in
the valleys between Gladewater and
Big Sandy.
One of the first big projects was the
construction of modern dormitories.
Construction crews also built 21
pleasant ranch-style houses near Lake
Loma. The line of residences would become known as Faculty Row.
Campus employees and outside contractors remodeled space in the Field
House for a kitchen, dining hall, offices,
basketball court and classrooms.
Ma Tucker’s is no more
Along with the construction came
some demolition. The little country
cafe and motel immediately adjacent to
the college entrance popularly called
Ma Tucker’s disappeared.
The college, after several years of
negotiating with Mercer Dell “Ma”
Tucker, bought her property and landscaped it into part of the college’s
entrance.
“We paid a terrible price for Ma
Tucker’s Cafe and so-called motel,”
said Mr. McCullough. “Then we tore it
down.”
Buck Hammer, by then the college’s
director of buildings and grounds,
recalled the college’s arrangement with
Mrs. Tucker.
“I had negotiated with the Tuckers,
and we had settled on around $70,000,”
he said. “But the important people from
Pasadena came down and ended up
paying around $90,000.”
Gerald Tucker, one of Mrs. Tucker’s
sons who in 2002 still resided in Big
Sandy, told THE JOURNAL:
“People still talk about my mother’s
cheeseburgers. Vernon Rogers [an electrician who worked at Ambassador] and
John Schuster [a college student in the
1960s who worked with the late Mr.
Rogers as an electrical contractor] still
comment to me how much they liked
those burgers.

The college hired carpenters, paint- lege officials brainstormed about how
ers, custodians, farmhands, equipment to deal with the campus refuse.
The college, and its output of waste,
operators, landscapers, laundry personnel, mechanics, electricians, plumbers, was on the grow.
The students and a small cadre of
masons, architects, telephone techniinstructors grew rapidly to more than
cians and many other skilled workers.
Mr. McCullough personally directed 600 students and more than 100 faculty
a massive landscape project that in- and staff members, many of whom
volved building rock retaining walls in lived on the church grounds.
the valley behind
the Redwood Building.
He was also involved with the
construction of a
concrete bridge
spanning Lake Loma after the lake’s
expansion.
“The decision
had been made to
build three new
homes across the
lake,” he said.
“After I had signed
the contract to have
the bridge built, Al
Portune called me
and said don’t sign
that contract. He ALL-PURPOSE BUILDING—The Redwood Building
d i d n ’ t w a n t t o sits on the original donated property on which the Radio/
spend the money on Worldwide Church of God built a Feast of Tabernacles site
the new houses.
and one of the three Ambassador College campuses.
“I told him it was
too late. The con- Over the years the structure served as the festival tabertract had already nacle, a dining hall, college classrooms and, finally, the
Roy Hammer Library of Ambassador University. [Photo by
been signed.
“Those houses John Warren]
were never built,
and the bridge became known as the
The church property had increased
bridge to nowhere.”
in size as well, explained Mr. McCullough.
Taking shape
“We started out with 1,600 acres,” he
The buildings, grounds and lake said. “In a short time we owned or
were not the only things whipped into leased over 5,000 acres.”
The former deputy chancellor reshape. The college had a dedicated
physical-education department headed membered a trip to Pasadena and a disby former Imperial Schools instructor cussion he had out there with a collegeKermit Nelson.
and-church official, Herman Hoeh.
College employees Mr. (later Dr.)
“He [Dr. Hoeh] told me, ‘There is a
Nelson, Avon Pfund, Ray Daly and place out by Thousand Oaks [Calif.],
Charles Black teamed up to help the stu- and they are having a terrible time get-

As the property developed, so did its production
of trash. College crews dug immense pits to
handle the growing amount of garbage.
“My mother loved those church people. She would order beef sausage, and
that was a special order because nobody around here had ever heard of
beef sausage.
“She also rented out every bed in the
place [during the Feast of Tabernacles].
During the Feast she would even rent
out my bed.”
Just water, you mean?
A growing campus had a growing
thirst. In those days the college pumped
from wells for drinking water, and the
church bought untreated water for irrigation from the City of Longview.
Longview pumped water out of Big
Sandy Creek just south of the campus
and piped it to a treatment facility 20
miles east of the college. Longview
officials allowed the campus to tap into
the water on its way to Longview.
The City of Longview “notified us
they were going to cut us off,” said Mr.
McCullough. “We applied to the state
to be able to have water rights on the
Big Sandy Creek for 900,000 acre feet
of water per year.”
The water from Lake Loma provided treated water for the campus and the
faculty residences. The lake and Big
Sandy Creek provided irrigation water
that turned what was dry, sandburinfested pastureland into a landscaped
showplace.
The campus also pumped water
from Big Sandy Creek into Lake Loma
to maintain the lake’s water level.
The water rights gave the campus
use of 200,000 acre feet of water each
year for “municipal” use and 700,000
acre feet of water for “recreational” use,
said Mr. McCullough.
With the building of a new dam in
1966, the size of Lake Loma doubled.
The campus’s sources of gas, electricity, telephone service and trash disposal were always a challenge. Ambassador in Big Sandy was a city unto
itself. College employees developed
the water system and ran gas, water and
telephone lines.

dents get each day off to a running start.
Mr. Black had begun as an Ambassador student in Pasadena in 1955 and
graduated in 1960.
Then he moved to Texas with his
wife, Barbara, and began teaching at
Imperial.
When Dr. Nelson became the college’s athletic-department director, Mr.
Black (who died in 2012) became director of physical education at Imperial
but continued assisting his former colleague.
Mr. Black told THE JOURNAL: “The
students had a rigorous exercise program. We would get them out of Booth
City at 6 or 6:30 in the morning and
have calisthenics and running. We ran
around the Booth City area.”
The instructors worked out with the
students, explained the former coach.
“We always participated,” he said.
Dr. Nelson explained how the faculty members got the students’ attention.
“Loren Weinbrenner had a horn,”
said Dr. Nelson, “and he would sound
reveille to awake the students. We did
this because Big Sandy was patterned
after Pasadena, and that is what Dr.
[Floyd] Lochner did out there.
“They had to stop in Pasadena when
the neighbors complained.”
Mr. Black said that, for the first couple of years of Big Sandy’s history, the
physical-education staff from Ambassador and Imperial worked together.
The college’s opening had “a good
impact on Imperial, the church and the
community,” he said. “The esprit de
corps was good. These were good
years. Everyone was just happy to be
part of the organization, and that went
on throughout the 1960s. I don’t regret
a single thing. It all started out with a
good purpose.”
Incentive to digest
As the self-contained church and
college property developed, so did its
production of trash. College crews dug
immense pits to handle the growing
amount of garbage as church and col-

ting rid of their waste,’ ” said Mr. McCullough.
“We went out there and met this
inventor from Sweden who was there
trying to help them. His name was Eric
Eweson, and he had invented what was
called a digester.”
Garner Ted Armstrong was interested in ecological topics, preaching often
about pollution and its effect on the
environment on his daily World Tomorrow radio broadcasts.
So, remembered Mr. McCullough,
the younger Mr. Armstrong decided the
college should have its own digester.
“It was constructed in Oklahoma,”
said Mr. McCullough, “and I believe it
arrived here in one piece.”
Jack Martz of Big Sandy, whom
JOURNAL readers met in an earlier
installment of this history, remembered
the college’s and church’s waste-disposal problem.
“We used to bury all the garbage on
the hill,” he said. “Even for the Feast
we would dig a pit and bury all the
trash.”
Mr. Martz, who worked at the college as a welder, equipment operator
and heavy-equipment-crew foreman,
remembered the arrival of the huge
tube called the digester.
“They brought it in on a truck, and I
think it was 11 feet tall and 120 feet
long.”
Scott Hammer, son of Buck Hammer and today manager of Vital Earth
Resources, a commercial operation in
Gladewater, was 20 when the digester
arrived.
“The digester began operating in
1971,” he said. “It got the nickname of
Frank, named after one of the church’s
pilots who had the reputation of eating
a lot.”
Vital Earth Resources purchased the
digester from the Worldwide Church of
God in 1982 and continued to use the
giant tube in its composting and soilmixing commercial operations.
By use of the digester much of the
biodegradable waste from the college

turned into compost and ended up as
fertilizer on the grounds.
The 1-W work program
Besides the full- and part-time employees at the college and the students
who were working their way through
school, the college employed another
classification of worker.
Radio/Worldwide Church of God
members did not as a rule participate in
military service; most, during times of
military conscription, declared themselves conscientious objectors to military service and war.
If conscientious objectors (COs)
were called up to service, and found to
be truly conscientious in their objection
to war, they were directed by the
Selective Service Department of the
U.S. government to report to work at
certain government-approved jobs for
their “alternative service.”
Such COs were termed 1-W’s, after
the code on their Selective Service
cards (also known as draft cards), and
could end up working for Goodwill
Industries or certain municipalities
including the City of Dallas.
Or they could end up working for
Ambassador College, Big Sandy,
Texas, for $1.50 an hour.
During the late 1960s and early ’70s
quite a few young church members—
probably almost 100 in all—made East
Texas their home while they performed
their mandatory service at the college in
lieu of service in one of the armed
forces.
The late Wilmer Parrish of Big
Sandy, a medical doctor and church
member and church employee who administered the 1-W program for the college, would assign these men duties
anywhere on campus, but most of them
worked in landscaping, on the janitor
crew, as heavy-equipment operators or
in other areas of the building-andgrounds department.
Ron Avey of Big Sandy, an Imperial
graduate who became a college employee, remembered an incident involving a 1-W worker.
The young man, who will here
remain nameless, was pushing a lawn
mower on a hillside above a pond near
one of the women’s dormitories.
“A good-looking coed came walking
by, and he let go of the mower,”
recalled Mr. Avey. “As he watched her
walk past, the mower went down the
hill into the pond.”
The 1-W workers, all males, were
not allowed to date college students.
During much of the college history, college students were not allowed to date
outside the student body without special permission from college officials.
Mr. Martz, a longtime employee
who saw two daughters go through
Ambassador, remembered working
with many 1-W’s over the years.
“Some of them became full-time
employees of the heavy-equipment
crew or in other departments,” he said.
John Good, then of Akron, Ohio,
who later lived in Leesburg, Fla., was a
1-W worker at Big Sandy in the 1970s.
He was assigned to the custodial department, where he worked for many
years as a 1-W employee and later a
regular employee.
After his 1-W term of service the
college hired him as a full-time crew
foreman.
Mr. Good eventually became Dr.
Good when he earned his Ed.D. and became a faculty member at Ambassador
in the 1990s. Dr. Good worked a total
of 25 years for the church and college.
At the time of this writing Dr. Good
was an administrator at Beacon College
in Leesburg, where he was director of
institutional research and educationalsupport services.
Several 1-W’s, including Mr. Good,
Les Meitzler, John Rollins, Ernie Ratliff and Murray Frenzel, lived communally in an old rented frame house near
downtown Big Sandy.
“We had a good group in that
house,” Dr. Good recalled. “I think
there were seven or eight during the six
months I lived there. It was too crowded, so I found another place to rent.”
Working one’s way through
Besides regular full- and part-time
employees and the 1-W’s, the college
and church hired many Ambassador
students, most of whom were using that
means to pay for their education. Many
See ORIGINAL VERSION, page 22
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Memo to the courageous staff of The Good News magazine
Continued from page 3

will be found in places like The Journal of the American Family Association, World magazine and WND
(formerly WorldNetDaily) and from
speakers like Franklin Graham, James
Dobson and John Hagee.
Rocking the boat
Instead of having a corporate policy of “Cry aloud and spare not,” most
COGs seem to have a policy of
“Don’t offend anyone.” Then along
comes “America’s War on God” and
the UCG’s GN rocks the boat.
I assume the change in editorial
policy did not come about without
some major boat rocking and wave
making in the UCG itself. Surely
there has been a deliberate change of
direction in the corporation. Somebody has decided that UCG should
cry aloud and spare not.
What now?

If no one is offended, then usually
no one is inspired either.
Conversely, if some are inspired,
then some are sure to be offended.
Any time anyone speaks out against

magazine for Christians of all persuasions. It will come from the openly
anti-Christ left wing, who may add
the GN to their right-wing watch.
And it will come from some inside

ers now begin to follow the GN path
of warning against sin, or will they
just continue to speak softly and carry
a little Bible?
Will other COG corporations now

We don’t get to the future Kingdom of God without
going through the current kingdoms of men. If no
one is offended, no one is inspired.
sin, those who support sin and those
who oppose speaking out against sin
will surely speak out against the
speaking out.
Therefore the UCG, GN and certain writers will catch flak. This opposition will come from those in the
world who will accuse the GN of no
longer being an uplifting, feel-good

the UCG who don’t want their places
in the society to be put at risk.
Permanent course correction?
So this one issue of the GN raises
all sorts of rock-the-boat possibilities.
Will the UCG continue this change of
direction, or will it be daunted by the
subsequent hostility? Will UCG speak-

follow the lead of the GN and take a
bolder approach in their periodicals
and preaching?
Will a number of COG people who
are starving for spiritual exhortation
now coalesce around United because
it has decided to speak out?
America’s war on God: Everybody
knows this spiritual war is going on.

Everybody knows it affects COG people as it affects the whole nation.
And, finally, the GN, with the good
news of the world tomorrow, has
talked about the Obama bad news that
is going on today.
‘Good News’ also has good news
That GN issue was not all bad
news because it followed the war-onGod articles with the inevitable conclusion of all this mess: the wonderful
good news indeed about the coming
ruler who is the anti-Obama.
We don’t get to the future Kingdom of God without going through
the current kingdoms of men.
Again, if no one is offended, no one
is inspired. Probably more people in
today’s world will be offended by the
GN’s crying aloud than are inspired,
but let me state as strongly as I can,
with tears in my eyes as I write this:
GN people, I was inspired.

Of course God will punish us, but look at the total message
Continued from page 3

more than any other people on earth,
maybe in all of history, yet we complain and see only the negative or false.
Whatever things are pure
Pure: unpolluted, honest, qualities
that people love. Is that what we meditate on, talk about? Is that what we
share? Is that what we think about?
Whatever things are just
Just: honest and fair, guided by
truth. Is that what we talk about, or
are we joining in with all the mud raking, discrediting, defaming comments
and conversations of the world?
Whatever things are pure
Pure: unpolluted, clean. That is not
what sells newspapers or is discussed
by news commentators but should be
what flows out of the people of God
like pure, crystal-clear water flowing
out of a fountain of purity.
Whatever things are lovely
Lovely: acceptable and pleasing. Is
that the meditation and the thoughts
we bring to meetings? Is that what we
share? Are our words uplifting and
inspiring?
Whatever things are of good report
Good reports, not bad reports: Are
the reports we bring to a conversation good? Are the words we listen to
day after day, as we follow our
favorite newscaster or commentator,
of good report? Do we sit and listen
to an inspiring sermon, then, immediately afterwards, indulge in discussing the bad, the wretched, the
degradations of the world?

If there is any virtue
Virtue: morally good, like Ruth in
the Old Testament, who was a virtuous woman. It is far easier to think
about, talk about and share that which
is morally bad.
If there is anything praiseworthy
Worthy of praise: something that
will cause you to praise God and praise
people rather than denigrate and tear
down. Is that what we think about? Is
that what we share?
What would things be like?
What would be the result of focusing on the positive? Look at the next
verse:
“The things which you learned and

No wonder we have no peace, no
peace of mind, no peace of God.
We all know what Jesus said:
“And this gospel of the kingdom
will be preached in all the world”
(Matthew 24:14).
This gospel, this good news, will be
preached, said Jesus. Listen to the
churches. Read their messages. They
preach far more bad news of the world
today than good news of the world
tomorrow. We need good news!
Let me illustrate the negativity in
so much preaching. The prophet Jeremiah wrote:
“Alas! For that day is great, so that
none is like it; and it is the time of
Jacob’s trouble” (Jeremiah 30:7).
How many times have we heard

vation of Israel. Go back and read the
whole chapter and the next chapter.
“ ‘I will bring back from captivity
My people Israel and Judah,’ says the
LORD. ‘And I will cause them to return to the land that I gave to their
fathers, and they shall possess it’ ”
(Jeremiah 30:3).
“ ‘For it shall come to pass in that
day,’ says the LORD of hosts, ‘that I
will break his yoke from your neck,
and will burst your bonds; foreigners
shall no more enslave them. But they
shall serve the LORD their God, and
David their king, whom I will raise up
for them’ ” (verses 8-9).
Troubling focus
Israel will serve the Lord. What good

Of all people on earth, our conversations should be the most
exciting, the most inspiring and the most uplifting.
received and heard and saw in me,
these do, and the God of peace will be
with you” (Philippians 4:9).
Why are we so uptight? Why are
we burdened down, anxious, worried? Why are we not at peace?
Be a piece of God
We live in a negative society. We
are infected by negativity. Our minds
and hearts are bombarded by the negative comments from our favorite
news station. We do not heed Paul’s
instruction to “think on these things.”

that verse quoted or just the words “it
is the time of Jacob’s trouble”?
You may have heard entire sermons or read entire articles based on
those few words, yet that is not even
the whole verse. The verse ends with
the words “But he [Israel] shall be
saved out of it.”
About salvation
He shall be saved! Why don’t we
read the whole verse? Why don’t we
read the whole chapter? If we did, we
would find it is a chapter about the sal-

news, but all we focus on is only a portion of one verse: the time of Jacob’s
trouble. Read Jeremiah’s message.
“ ‘Therefore do not fear, O My servant Jacob,’ says the LORD, ‘nor be
dismayed, O Israel; for behold, I will
save you from afar, and your seed
from the land of their captivity. Jacob
shall return, have rest and be quiet,
and no one shall make him afraid. For
I am with you,’ says the LORD, ‘to
save you; though I make a full end of
all nations where I have scattered
you, yet I will not make a complete

end of you. But I will correct you in
justice, and will not let you go altogether unpunished’ ” (verses 10-11).
Of course God will punish His
children, as any good father would,
but look at the total message. It is a
message of God saving Israel. It is a
message of salvation.
Plucky preachers
Keep reading through the chapter
and through the next. After all, this
was all on one scroll. It was written as
a total message, not for preachers to
just pluck out a portion of one verse.
“ ‘At the same time,’ says the
LORD, ‘I will be the God of all the
families of Israel, and they shall be
My people’ ” (Jeremiah 31:1).
They shall be My people, said God.
There are many wonderful words in
these chapters. What a shame that we
should focus only on the negative.
“For thus says the LORD: ‘Sing
with gladness for Jacob, and shout
among the chief of the nations; proclaim, give praise, and say, “O LORD,
save Your people, the remnant of
Israel” ’ ” (verse 7).
What to think
O people of God, read the rest of
the chapter. These are chapters of
wonderfully good news. Good news
is what needs to be preached in the
end time, said Jesus.
Think on the good things, said the
apostle Paul. Meditate on them, converse about them, share them. Of all
people on earth, our conversations
should be the most exciting, the most
inspiring and the most uplifting.
We should think on these things.

Even brief time with your children is of major importance
Continued from page 3

to spend time with me periodically,
when it is convenient for her mother.
Bouts of depression
I did not have much of any relationship with her for many years. That has
caused many bouts of depression as I
realized just how much I was missing
by not watching her grow up.
Now, though, I am getting to see her
on weekends once every two or three
months, and we have a blast together.
She is a fine girl, and I am so thankful
to be back in her life.
My son lives in the faraway state of
West Virginia. After moving here years
ago, I had to work to get him only during the summers.
This has taken a serious toll on me,
as I get to spend only about a quarter of
a year with him. I am highly thankful
to have him as my son, but I am constantly reminded of how awful it is to
not be able to see him for long periods.

The amount of growth and learning
that I am missing out on is immense. I
miss him dearly.

conduct yourself with faith and use the
Son of the Father as your guiding path,
you will be blessed.

Be encouraged
All of that being told, I wanted to
encourage those dealing with similar

They will remember
I firmly believe that, if I continue to
be a positive influence on my children

if they were my own.
I cherish the moments that I do have
with my own children, when I have
them.
Spend time at church
One thing that you can do, if you

Consistently pray for the well-being of your children.
I believe that Yahweh, or God, answers those prayers.
issues of not being able to see their
children as often as would be ideal.
It may seem terrible now, but the
avenues you can take when you do see
them and the comfort you can find in
prayer can do volumes. It may not be
evident immediately or even in the
near future, but at some point, if you

when I to see them, they will appreciate and remember me when they get
old enough to have a binding, mature
relationship with me and my stepchildren.
I also have a grand opportunity to
inspire and build the lives of my two
stepdaughters, whom I love as much as

feel inclined, is to spend time with the
children at the congregation you
attend.
Of particular benefit, as well, is to
spend time creating relationships with
your brethren. Many people are willing
to be a shoulder to lean on, and positive
influences can be found from our

brothers and sisters.
Further, consistently pray for the
well-being of your children. I believe
that Yahweh, or God, answers those
prayers. He sees us loving and caring
for our children and knows what our
hearts desire.
When you have to be away from
your kids, join our Father in prayer. I
firmly believe He appreciates your
spending time to ask Him for help,
comfort and guidance.
Kids notice
Take comfort in knowing that the
short times you do have with your kids
are important, even if they don’t seem
so. Kids take in information, and your
example and love when they do see
you can speak volumes to their thoughts
of you and even their spiritual growth.
I hope you can be comforted by His
Word and know there are others who
share the pains of not being with their
seed.
My prayers will be with all of you
who are coping with such, and may
your children be blessed.
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Why do you
tithe on money?
Few of us have taken a closer look at the Scriptures to see what it really says about tithing.
Honestly, where does the Bible say, or even hint,
that we are to tithe on the money we earn? What
truly is Biblical “increase”? Few doctrines have
been as badly misrepresented as the doctrine of
tithing. If you now tithe on money, on your paycheck, then you owe it to yourself and your family to get the facts. Read this detailed study of
tithing which has been freeing people from the false teachings on
tithing for over 20 years. (Suggested donation, $3 ppd)

A sunset-to-sunset weekly
Sabbath is not in the Bible!
It is an old story: assuming a belief comes from the Bible, when in
fact the Bible says nothing of the sort. Most of us came out of
Protestantism because we saw exactly that. The
truth, the Scriptural truth, is the sunset-to-sunset
weekly Sabbath doctrine is just ANOTHER ONE of
those beliefs that has no Biblical basis whatever!
Shocking though this may be, it is the provable
truth. For nearly 20 years the book, The Scriptural Weekly Sabbath is NOT from Sunset-toSunset, has shown the vital truth on this crucial
subject. The Biblical facts and history do not lie.
Read the facts for yourself. Is Lev. 23:32 really
proof of a sunset-to-sunset weekly Sabbath? Could it be an ancient
Babylonian method of reckoning the day gradually replaced the
observance of the true Biblical day? This book is a must read. Order
yours today. (Suggested donation $3, ppd)

To order these books write:

Dial in Live Every Sabbath

11 am Pacific Time 1 pm Central 2 pm Eastern

Connections runs classifieds
C ONNECTIONS runs classifieds: Resources, Help
Wanted, For Sale, Pen Pals, Prayer Requests and
more. The charge for classified ads is 25 cents per
word. There is no charge for Prayer Requests, Obituaries, Anniversary and Birth Announcements.

Send classified advertisements (including Prayer
Requests, Obituaries, Anniversary and Birth Announcements) to CONNECTIONS, P.O. Box 1020, Big
Sandy, Texas 75755, U.S.A., or to Linda Cartwright
at lkcartwright@aol.com.

Wanted

Obituaries

Obituaries

Good News and Plain Truth magazine articles
1951-1967, old church literature articles, correspondence course first editions. Piller of
Truth Publishing, P.O. Box 929, Lake Forest,
Illinois 60045.

Twp., PA 15108; (412) 264-1347. Cash only.
The Good Fight the Good Fight, the complete
public writings of Jeffrey Heart, $30 plus 1
book of forever stamps.

Norman Myers died Dec. 21, 2014. Norm
grew up in Chicago, Ill. ¶ Norm graduated
from Ambassador College with a certificate of
the ministry and was ordained in 1981. He
served in Ministerial Services in Pasadena,
Calif., Denver, Colo.,
Dayton Ohio, and Milwaukee, Kenosha and
Oshkosh, Wis. Before his
death, he lived in Stevens Point, Wis., and
traveled throughout Wisconsin and Minnesota to
visit and encourage members of the United Church
of God. ¶ Norm tirelessly
Norm Myers
served God and His people for decades in unique
ways that only he could. He married Donna
Herrington, his high-school sweetheart, and
they were a duet for over 66 years. ¶ We look
forward to seeing him again when the saints
go marching in. ¶ A memorial service was held
Dec. 28. ¶ Cards may be sent to Donna Myers,
416 Union St., Stevens Point, WI 54481.

Health
Sale at cost! Parasite Zapper $20, book $19,
black (cancer) salve $10, salve book $30, col
silver gen $40, CSG book $15, Quwave.
com/Defender $307, S/H 1 book of Forever
stamps. After these work, please consider a
donation of cash, Forever stamps, HP61 ink
(black + color), paper or cardstock. Thank you.
Jeffrey Heart, 283 Moon Clinton #1-1 Moon

Charles H. Rusbult, 97, of Ottumwa, Iowa,
died Oct. 22, 2014, at Good Samaritan. He
was a long-time (1974) member of the
Worldwide Church of God. After the WCG
split, he was a member of the Remnant of
WCG. He is survived by his wife, Connie.
Charles was preceded in death by his parents and two brothers. He was a faithful son
of God to the end. Memorials may be made
to Good Samaritan Society, Ottumwa.

Church of God –The Most High©
A SOVEREIGN ASYLUM STATE (Provincial Law)—Headquartered at the “Third Heaven”
See the following Scriptures: Book of Isaiah, Chapter 14, 2 Corinthians, Chapter 12, Verses 1-4.
See also: Philippians, Chapter 1, Verse 12, Philippians, Chapter 3, Verses 20-21, Ephesians, Chapter 2

Proclaiming the Gospel of the Kingdom of God–Most High
(The Ancient of Days) ©

According to the Holy Scriptures: Book of
Isaiah Chapter 14, Book of Genesis Chapter 14,
Book of Psalms, Psalm 82, Book of Psalms,
Psalm 91, Numbers, Chapter 24 (note: clearly
identifies and reveals two distinct divine spirit
beings—spirit personalities—not one or three),
Book of Daniel, Chapter 7, Mark Chapter 13,
John Chapter 10, Verses 34 and 35, Mark
Chapter 16, Matthew Chapter 24, Matthew
Chapter 26, Verses 1-13, Matthew Chapter 28,
Book of Acts, Chapter 2, Book of Revelation
Chapter 11, Revelation Chapter 13, and Revelation Chapter 14.
Members of this Church strive to observe all of
the Scriptural Covenant requirements, including
but not limited: To the Seventh Day Sabbath of
God as well as the Annual Sabbaths of God, and
the Ten Commandments.

Members of this Church conscientiously object
to coming under, any and all military authority,
in any form. Members of this Church strive to
“earnestly contend for the Faith Once For All,
Delivered to the Saints,” Book of Jude, to The
First Century Church as Scripturally Defined.
Members of this Church believe and accept all
Scripture, to be the divinely inspired Revelation
of God, and “God-Breathed” (self-contained substantiation)—Canonized in the First Century.
Sola Scriptura
Members of this Church observe the annual Sabbath of Pentecost, Acts 2:1, that falls on a Monday—the 50th day, after numbering 50 days and
Passover on the 14th day of Nisan, according to
the Hebrew Calendar and Scriptures.

Pillar of Truth Publishing©
All rights reserved without prejudice, as to the entire contents contained herein—common law copyright by
Vincent Michael Ogorek©—copyright owner, founder and publisher—editor in chief. This work is protected
by copyright, no part of it may be reproduced in any manner without written permission from the publisher.

The Church of God
is not prepared for

The Return of Jesus Christ
Read it here:

ChildrenOfGod.net
PO Box 30332
Little Rock, AR 72260
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Services for Connie Lee Smith, 76, of
Gladewater, Texas, were held Dec. 22, 2014,
with Donald Ward officiating. Connie passed
on Dec. 19, 2014, in Tyler, Texas. ¶ Connie
was born to Leonard and Dorothy Fisher in
Troy, Ohio, on June 12, 1938. She married
William “Bill” Smith on March 29, 1954. She
was a member of the United Church of God
in Big Sandy, Texas, and a resident of
Gladewater for nine years. ¶ Online condolences may be left at croleyfh.net.
Frank R. McCrady II was born July 3, 1925,
in St. Louis, Mo., to the late Frank R.
McCrady and Grace Vera
Johnson McCrady. He
died on Dec. 15, 2014, at
89 years of age. ¶ Frank
lived in Gladewater for the
last 24 years. He served
in the ministry for 53
years and, being an instrument pilot and instructor, served in the
Civil Air Patrol in Tyler upon retirement. He was a Frank McCrady
member of the Church of
God a Worldwide Association. ¶ He was preceded in death by an
older brother, Charles McCrady, younger sister Betty and son Roger Dale McCrady
Merchant. ¶ Survivors include his wife,
Charlene M. McCrady of Gladewater; son,
Frank R. McCrady III of Ohio; two brothers,
Jack and Thomas McCrady, both of St. Louis,
Mo.; five grandchildren, Rick McCrady, Scott
McCrady, Michael McCrady, Dale McCrady
Merchant and Linsay McCrady Merchant;
and two great-grandchildren, MacKenzie
McCrady and Collin McCrady.
Burt Michael Moulden, 80, of China Spring,
Texas, passed away Nov. 24, 2014, after a
courageous battle with lymphoma. ¶ Graveside services were Nov. 26 at Oakwood
Cemetery with Ben Mauldin officiating. ¶
Burt was born in McKinney, Texas, July 22,
1934, to Harold and Bernice Moulden. He
graduated from Natrona
County High School in
Casper, Wyo., in 1952.
He earned a degree in
mathematics from Texas
Tech University in 1959
and an M.S. in math from
Baylor. ¶ Burt married
Maureen Crabtree in Torrington, Wyo., Sept. 22,
1962. He worked as a
computer analyst in Hous- Burt Moulden
ton and Kansas City until
he retired in 2002. He was interested in history, genealogy and sports of all kinds. He
enjoyed drinking coffee and watching football with his family and loved his church family at Central Texas Church of God. ¶ He is
preceded in death by his parents. Survivors
include his wife, Maureen Moulden, and his
children, Sue (Mario) Aguilar, James (Tracey) Moulden and Daniel (Leigh) Moulden;
seven grandchildren and one great-grandson; his brother, Phillip Moulden; sister-inlaw, Billie Hagan; and several nieces,
nephews and cousins.

Free live audio and video streaming of the weekly
Virtual Church is available at:

www.godward.org
Check website for coming topics and speakers
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A) What Calendar Will Be
Used During the Millennial
Rule and Thereafter?
B) And Why Is That
Information Important
to the Body of Christ?
November 1, 2014 • Kendall, New York
Happy Sabbath! • abibofgod.com
QUICK ANSWERS:
A) Not one being used today!
B) Colossians 2:16: “Therefore
let no one judge you in food
and drink, or regarding a
feast day or new moon or
Sabbaths . . .”
Dear Brethren,
e hope you are all doing
well and growing in the
grace and knowledge
of our Lord Jesus
Christ/Messiah. That is our hope, but we
are not ignorant or for that matter naive
as to the times we live in.
There are many who for a myriad of
reasons are not growing in grace and
knowledge. As we have often discussed,
the messages to the seven churches of
Revelation 2 and 3 describe to us much
of the current condition of the state of
affairs existing in the greater church.
By greater I mean all those churches
which profess to keep the seventh-day
Sabbath which are scattered across the
face of the earth. Acknowledging the
Sabbath as the weekly appointed time of
meeting with God/Elohim is the common thread throughout them all.
To the big benefactor organizations of
men, that understanding is too humbling,
for they believe they are the only ones!
How arrogant they are in light of all the
scriptural patterns to the contrary. Yes,
the Sabbath is a common denominator
but after that a Pandora’s Box can be
found in many, as Christ so clearly articulates in His messages to the churches.
Many different doctrines, beliefs and traditions are being kept amongst them.
There is an evil which can be found in
many of the corporate churches in that
number as well. It too is a common
thread in many organizations of men. It
is a doctrine which God/Elohim Himself
says He hates! Its relevance to the subject we are discussing today will become

W

very obvious.
Revelation 2:6: “But this you have,
that you hate the deeds of the Nicolaitans, which I also hate.”
Revelation 2:15: “Thus you also have
those who hold the doctrine of the Nicolaitans which thing I also hate.”
To refresh our minds, this doctrine
which God/Elohim hates is practiced by
worthless shepherds, hirelings and
wolves in sheep’s clothing. It is all about
dominion over another’s faith and much,
much more. The premise of it is complete control of the sheep, those called by
God the Father out of unbelief and unto
His Son.
Let there be no mistake or gullibility
in understanding that this doctrine is evil
and corrupt and originates in the mind of
Satan the devil. Those who follow in it
and raise it up are following in the footsteps of Satan.
As to the Greek name God/Elohim
gives to this doctrine, we can get a very
simple and clear understanding of it in its

growth, to keep them from entering a
mature one-on-one relationship with their
Savior/Husband and with the Father.
The reason I have brought this up
about the doctrine of the Nicolaitans at
the beginning here will become very relevant to what we are going to be discussing as to the future calendar criteria
which will be used in setting the appointed times of meeting with the Creator,
which many today simply refer to as the
feasts of the Lord/Yehovah. It can be a
very humbling study for many, and for
others something they will want to avoid
talking about, and for others a possible
reason to separate from brethren—which
is the very reason I have been reluctant
until now to speak about it.
As I have mentioned in the past, I
have no problem meeting with brethren
who keep a calendar different from the
New Moon/Abib Calendar that I personally use for determining the times of
meeting with My Father and Betrothed.
I have also stated often that that type

I have often stated that calendar
doctrine and activity is not one to
cause separation between brethren.
definition. Nicolaitans is Nikolaites or
#3501 in the Strong’s. It means an adherent of Nicolaus and is derived from
#3532 Nickolaos, which means “victorious over the people.”
Those who practice such things are
heretics who wage war over the sheep to
bring them into subjection unto themselves, their doctrines, beliefs and traditions. They profess to be angels of light,
but in actuality are messengers of darkness. Satan uses them to dumb down and
subjugate the called of the Father. This
doctrine is designed to stymie their
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of doctrine and activity is not one to
cause separation between brethren.
That unfortunately is not the case
with the thinking of the worthless shepherds and such who desire dominion
over the faith of another. No doubt some
will attempt to use it as a reason to not
consider a change from the method they
use of presently keeping the appointed
times of meeting, which is between
them and God/Elohim. We will address
that briefly later.
The apostle Paul clearly instructed us
as to the types of activities and actions

which should separate us from those who
are called brethren.
1 Corinthians 5:9-13: “I wrote to you
in my epistle not to keep company with
sexually immoral people. Yet I certainly
do not mean with the sexually immoral
people of this world, or with the covetous, or extortioners, or idolaters, since
then you would need to go out of the
world. But now I have written to you not
to keep company with anyone named a
brother, who is a fornicator, or covetous,
or an idolater, or a reviler, or a drunkard,
or an extortioner, not even to eat with
such a person. For what have I to do with
judging those who are outside? Do you
not judge those who are inside? But
those who are outside, God/Elohim
judges. Therefore put away from yourselves that wicked person.”
There is no misunderstanding what
Paul is instructing us in here. Just think!
He makes this very clear and bold statement to the Corinthians, and thus all who
are called of the Father (as to the reasons
for separation from a brother), to a
church which had many differing doctrines being kept under one roof.
Just a few: Do women wear head coverings like some or not like others, do we
keep a Seder meal with the drinking, eating and singing like some or do we keep
the symbols instituted by Christ/Messiah
in keeping the Passover? In fact, do we
keep it on the night He kept it on or at
another time?
Some taught that there was no resurrection of the dead. Just think what that
one would do in today’s church environment.
These are just some of the differing
beliefs and actions that were kept by the
brethren at Corinth. Paul certainly gives
his personal judgment on each of them,
but keep in mind that was all he did.
There are others, but I think these illustrate the point that these were not listed
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as reasons to separate from one another.
Not to be Pollyannaish, I’ll mention that
Paul did say that these different beliefs and
practices were necessary to show who was
approved and who was not.
I like to think a little differently on that
in terms of what is approved and what is
not. That being said, they are not issues to
judge a brother on. Now, you can agree
with that or not. The Nicolaitan types
would vehemently disagree with me on
what I just said. It’s their way or the highway! To their shame they often employ
pomp and ceremony in conducting it.
But let’s read what Paul has to say
about keeping specific feast days, new
moons and Sabbaths.
Colossians 2:16-17: “Therefore let no
one judge (same Greek word used in I
Corinthians 5:12 for judging) you in
food or drink (whether you eat meat or
drink alcohol or not) or regarding a feast
day or a new moon or Sabbaths, which
are a foreshadow of things to come, but
the substance (or body) is of Christ.”
Here we have the apostle Paul clearly
telling us it is off bounds to judge a brother or sister on any of these specific activities. They are not listed in those he gave
us in Corinthians for reasons for separating from one who is called a brother or
sister in the faith. In fact, he says the
exact opposite! That also means we are
not to let some overlording “minister” do
so to us in any way, shape or form.
Paul also instructs us that we are to
“work out your own salvation with fear
and trembling.” Most of you who are
reading this probably have come to grips
with that, and it is a mainstay in your
walk with Christ/Messiah, and that it is
so very personal to you that you will not
let anyone come between you and your
Savior/Husband; no benefactors allowed, no great ones permitted to step
between us and our Betrothed.
Since returning home from the feast
(and for that matter from some we
attended with at this year’s feast location) we have heard some real horror stories as to how they have been disfellowshipped, ridiculed, hollered at, etc., for
keeping the feast where brethren keep it
different from the organization they are
members of.
They have the “sacred calendar” of
the Rabbis shoved down their throats by
the great ones of their organizations they
are or were members of.
These worthless shepherds desire
complete obedience to their doctrines,
beliefs and traditions. These “ministers”
are evil in their actions and desires towards those who do not keep what they
have declared as sole doctrines to be kept
by those trapped in their “folds.”
For many years I and my family kept
the so-called “sacred calendar” of the
Rabbis. We were blessed all the time
while doing so, for we had no conscience problem with it. The correct
name for it is the Rabbinical Calendar or
Maimonides Calendar. There is nothing
“sacred” about it.
It was codified by Maimonides in
1178 or thereabouts. The Jews are very

zealous for it and have kept a very accurate understanding of when this current
calendar of theirs was instituted and why.
I and my family have chosen a different set of criteria to determine the days of
meeting with God/Elohim than that. That
in no way prevents us from meeting on
Rabbinical Calendar dates with other
brethren. We are respectful to those we
fellowship with on them. There is nothing difficult in it at all.
With that said, we also keep the days
we hold different to them. There are
never any disputes or looking down
noses from any involved. We all have an
overriding desire to serve one another in
Godly love.
I and my family keep the New Moon/
Abib Calendar for many personal reasons as well as scriptural. As most of you
understand, Leviticus 23:37 instructs us
that everything must be kept on its own
day and that is why God/Elohim gave us
specific days and months to keep the
appointed times of meeting on. They are
also listed very specifically in Numbers
28-29 as well as Leviticus 23.
There are different beliefs in the

seal me for being disfellowshipped at the
very least.
Of course I as well as many of you
have experienced that in our distant
pasts. Unfortunately more and more
brethren are going through those trials
today, and most of it is calendar related.
Actually, let’s read what Peter had to say
about that kind of behavior. He nails it
perfectly, and the pattern still is the same
today from the great ones.
1 Peter 3:13-17: “And who is he who
will harm you if you become (growing in
grace and knowledge) followers of what
is good? But even if you should suffer
for righteousness’ sake, blessed, do not
be afraid of their threats, nor be troubled.
But sanctify the Lord God in your hearts,
and always be ready to give a defense to
everyone who asks you a reason for the
hope that is in you, with meekness and
fear; having a good conscience, that
when they defame you as evildoers,
those who revile your good conduct in
Christ may be ashamed. For it is better, if
it is the will of God, to suffer for doing
good than for doing evil.”
Just think: That was written nearly
2000 year ago, yet it describes, in a nutshell, the actions of the “ministers”
declaring dominion over the faith of the
called of God/Elohim today. We, the

Many who hold a different doctrine are
treated brutally by worthless shepherds.
They are singled out and judged with
the likes of the immoral and idolaters.
churches as to when these days are in
respect to the Gregorian calendar, which
much of the world keeps on a daily basis
for business and pleasure and routines.
Brethren are to work out their own salvation and this is one of those areas we
are to do so in. So why would that be a
judgment used to separate loved ones?
This does not diminish the importance I place on the calendar criteria
which I use. I feel that keeping the
appointed times of meeting for worshiping God/Elohim, rehearsing what the
days mean and being in sustained communication with the Creator are very
important to the bride of Christ/Messiah.
I personally believe it is a watershed
doctrine for our times.
The NM/Abib calendar to me is all
about our Savior/Husband and His body
leading up to Pentecost, which I believe
is the jubilee of the bride. To have a
benefactor sit in judgment of myself or
anyone else on this would be arrogance
in the highest degree. In turn, for me to
do the same for someone who believes in
different calendar criteria would be the
same. That would be the same as me
judging another for keeping the Passover
at 3 p.m. or on the 15th because I keep it
at the start of the 14th or for not fellowshipping with one who desires to use
Hebrew names when referring to the
Father or the Son.
With that said, I can guarantee you if
challenged on my beliefs I will give an
answer or a defense for the hope which is
in me. We are commanded to do such in
1 Peter 3:15. If I were a member of one
of the big corporate churches, that would
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body of Christ, need to rally around our
brethren who have decided to seek out
their own salvation, who have taken a
stand and not allowed someone to come
between themselves and their Husband
any longer, and who have paid a heavy
penalty being separated from loved ones
in the faith because of their commitment.
Luke 6:22-23: “Blessed are you when
men hate you, and when they exclude you,
and revile you, and cast out your name as
evil, for the Son of Man’s sake. Rejoice in
that day and jump for joy! For indeed your
reward is great in heaven, for in like manner their fathers did to the prophets.”
Matthew 5:11: “Blessed are you when
they revile and persecute you, and say all
kinds of evil against you falsely for My
sake.”
Many who hold a different doctrine
are being treated brutally by these worthless shepherds. They are being singled
out and judged with the likes of the sexually immoral, fornicators, covetous,
idolaters, revilers, drunkards and extortioners and are being separated from the
brethren they have fellowshipped with
for many years and even decades. All
because some overlord has the spiritual
disease of dominion!
Paul made it very clear as to what
actions and practices should separate us.
Even with this said, it is still difficult at
times to follow through with it. Often we
feel we can make a difference in changing a person’s thinking. I have one particular issue/doctrine I have spent a lot of
time and resources on to try and do just
that. Only God/Elohim knows if it has
helped in some of the brethren’s lives.
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We all have our limits, which is actually
a good thing. That makes and keeps us
reliant on Christ/Messiah and our Father.
I am very proud of my brothers and
sisters who are rejecting the dominion of
these great ones and answering the
knock at the door. That is a great step
towards fulfilling part of the résumé we
read about in Proverbs 31:10-31 in
regard to the bride of Christ. It is a difficult road, but never forget what our
Savior/Husband says to us in wrapping
up those verses, 29-31.
Proverbs 31:29-31: “Many daughters
have done well (nothing to be ashamed
of), but you excel them all. Charm is
deceitful and beauty is vain, but a
woman who fears the Lord/Yehovah, she
shall be praised. Give her the fruit of her
hands, and let her own works praise her
in the gates.”
Yes, we are to seek out our own salvation with fear and trembling all the while
making every effort to serve our brothers
and sisters in the faith. How are we all
doing with that one?
Paul teaches us the following.
2 Corinthians 1:24: “Not that we
have dominion over your faith, but are
fellow workers for your joy; for by faith
you stand.”
The worthless shepherds who have
inserted themselves between our Savior
and His sheep believe they do have
dominion over the faith of all the
brethren, as well as everything else they
have. They can’t conceive of the brethren, under their control, standing on their
own faith but rather only by their ministerial authority. They would never function in a manner as “fellow workers for
their joy!” You will fall in line behind
them or pay the penalty.
So why has the calendar issue so
enraged and terrified the ministers (great
ones) who adhere to the doctrine of the
Nicolaitans?
Because it takes away their perception of control! Please do not lose sight
of this. No other doctrine comes close to
that fear of theirs. If they lose control of
when the brethren keep the feasts of the
Lord, they lose their most influential
control mechanism. If someone has
grown to a point in their relationship
with Christ/Messiah that they believe it
is their personal responsibility to be sure
of the appointed times of meeting or
feasts are correct, then they are no longer
a babe who can be kept on a bottle laced
with spiritual Ritalin provided by a benefactor and kept in captivity under the
delusion of government.
That is a horror to a great one who has
the spiritual disease of wanting dominion
over another’s faith. That is not a slight
against those who keep the Rabbinical
Calendar. Many brethren who are close
to us have personally chosen to keep it
without any threat of ministerial authority, for they have removed themselves
from such dominion. Once again very
personal and, in my opinion, not a matter
to judge another on as to fellowship, just
as the apostle Paul so specifically and
clearly tells us in Colossians 2:16-17.
So let’s investigate why their calendar
criteria (sacred-calendar fable) regardless
of what it is, will not be used after
Christ/Messiah returns. Let us look at the
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real short answer first before we start to
see what calendar criteria may be in place.
The reason we have an intercalated
calendar and seasons is due to three
things at this present time:
We have a sun which based on the
earth’s orbit around it takes 3651⁄4 days.
That is a tropical year.
We have a moon orbiting the earth
which has a lunar year consisting of 12
months, which comes to 354 days. That
leaves an 11-day disparity between the
solar and lunar years.
We have a 23-degree axis on the
earth or atrial tilt. Over the course of the
earth orbiting the sun, the atrial tilt does
not change. This causes one pole of the
earth to be facing the sun for half the cycle
and the other pole for the other half of the
cycle, with the stars remaining consistent
to each. Thus we have seasons relevant to
the hemispheres during the solar cycle.
This also causes science to establish three
imaginary lines; the tropic of Cancer, the
tropic of Capricorn and the Equator.
Every 19 tropical years we have 235
synodic months (lunar) in which they
catch up to each other and thus a 19-year
cycle is established, give or take a day.
All of our current calendar criteria are
based on these simple facts. Well, that is
all going to change when Christ/Messiah
returns. How so, you may be asking. Let
us listen to Isaiah to find out when and
the magnitude of it.
Isaiah 13:6-13: “Wail for the day of
the Lord/Yehovah is at hand. It will come
as destruction from the Almighty.
Therefore all hands will be limp, every
man’s heart will melt, and they will be
afraid. Pangs and sorrows will take hold
of them; they will be in pain as a woman
in childbirth; they will be amazed at one
another; their faces like flames. Behold
the day of the Lord/Yehovah comes,
cruel, with both wrath and fierce anger,
to lay the land desolate; and He will
destroy its sinners from it. For the stars
of heaven and their constellations will
not give their light; the sun will be darkened in its going forth, and the moon will
not cause its light to shine. I will punish
the world for its evil, and the wicked for
their iniquity; I will halt the arrogance of
the proud, and will lay low the haughtiness of the terrible (tyrants). I will make
a mortal more rare than fine gold, a man
more than the golden wedge of Ophir.
“THEREFORE I WILL SHAKE THE
HEAVENS, AND THE EARTH WILL MOVE
OUT OF HER PLACE, IN THE WRATH OF
THE LORD/YEHOVAH, AND IN THE DAY OF
HIS FIERCE ANGER.”
The actual Hebrew reads as follows;
“Therefore, the heavens I will shake
(#7264), and shall move (#7493) the
earth out of its place (#4725), in the
wrath of Yehovah of Hosts, and in the
day of the heat of His anger.”
This prophecy about what is going to
happen when Christ/Messiah returns is
very specific on a number of counts.
What we will focus on here is the heavens and the earth. The Creator tells us He
will shake (be agitated, quiver, quake)
both the heavens (plural) and move

(quake, shake) the earth out of its place
(standing place or place of location, relative to space occupied or distance
between two things).
We are being instructed that the earth
will no longer be in the same place relative to the objects occupying the heavens. This is a cataclysmic event of
tremendous proportions. But it is done
with a purpose, as we can read, as well as
a defined outcome; there is nothing haphazard about it at all.
If the axis of the earth is changed, let’s
say to a 0-degree tilt relative to the sun,
then we would find that there would be
no more hemispheric seasons. That is a
huge diversion from what currently
exists. But that is just the beginning of the
changes that would be in place. No more
tropic of Cancer or Capricorn or for that
matter Equator for they are all relative to
the current configuration and relationship
between the sun and the earth.
We could go on here and speculate
what could come into play in such a scenario, but let us turn to scripture talking
about this time period after Christ/Messiah returns. Let us start at the end of the

all of the plan of salvation. We know at
that time New Jerusalem will have
twelve gates and that the twelve apostles
will sit in judgment one at each gate.
There is more that can be spoken about
on that subject, but let’s see what else is
different at that time. Just an identifying
point here as to who the leaves are
intended for before we proceed: the
nations. That is, the Gentile nations, for
this time frame is about their healing, just
as the millennial rule time is about the
healing of Israel.
Look what else is changed.
Revelation 21:22-23: “But I saw no
temple in it, for the Lord GOD Almighty
and the Lamb are its temple. And the city
had no need of the sun or of the moon
to shine in it, for the glory of God illuminated it, and the Lamb is its light.”
Here we are at a time when there is no
longer a need for a physical temple to be
found in New Jerusalem and no need for
the light of the sun or the moon to shine
in it as well.
The temple had been the focal point of
worship to God from Israel. The appointed times of meeting with God had been
and currently are determined by the light
of the moon, and the start and finish of
these specific days by the light of the sun.
Psalm 104:19: “He appointed the

We will be judged on our own works,
which is why we are to seek out our
own salvation, for we can’t defer that
responsibility to another.
time line given in scripture and work our
way back to the millennial rule time line.
Revelation 22:1-2: “And he showed
me a pure river of water of life, clear as
crystal proceeding from the throne of
God and of the Lamb. In the middle of
the street, and on either side of the river
was the tree of life, which bore twelve
fruits, each yielding its fruit every
month. And the leaves of the tree were
for the healing of the nations.”
Just so there is no second guessing
what the Greek says here, let’s read it
without the words being rearranged into
proper English grammar.
“And he showed me a clean river of
water of life, bright as crystal, coming
forth out of the throne of God and of the
Lamb. In midst of the street of it, and of
the river, from here and from there, a tree
of life, producing fruits twelve, according to month one each yielding
the fruit of it. And the leaves of the tree
for the healing of the nations.”
We are being instructed here that at
this time when New Jerusalem is present
on the earth the tree of life lining the
river of life will be producing a different
fruit each month and that there will be
twelve fruits and thus twelve months.
That can’t happen if the earth is tilted on
a 23-degree axis towards the sun. We are
seeing a whole new set of criteria in
place at this future time. A twelve-month
year, no more need for intercalation, otherwise there would need to be a thirteenth fruit mentioned. But that is not the
case anywhere in scripture for this time
frame being talked about here.
Twelve is a very important number in

moon for seasons (moedim, appointed
times or feasts), the sun knows its going
down (duration of a day).”
Here we find a time when their light is
no longer needed for the worship of
God. Neither is a physical temple, for
God the Father and the Lamb have taken
over the ultimate fulfillment of them.
It certainly appears to me that the
months at this time will have a set number
of days in each one no longer being imperfect. Currently that is not the case as to an
equal number of days for each month. We
currently have either 29 or 30 days in a
lunar month, with that being determined
by the light of the moon. The reason is because the actual length of a lunar month is
a little more than 291⁄2 days in length. A lot
changes when the Creator moves the earth
out of its existing standing place relative
to the sun and the moon.
Remember here it did not tell us the
sun and moon no longer exist but rather
there is no need for their light to shine in
New Jerusalem, for the glory of the
Father and the Lamb is there.
Revelation 22:5 tells us: “And there
shall be no night there: they need no
lamp nor light from the sun, for the Lord
God gives them light. And They shall
reign forever and ever.”
Isaiah 24:23: “Then the moon will be
disgraced (not gone) and the sun
ashamed (not gone); for the Lord/Yehovah of Hosts will reign on Mount Zion
and in Jerusalem, and before His elders,
gloriously.”
Isaiah 60:19-20: “The sun shall no
longer be your light by day, nor for
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brightness shall the moon give light to
you; but the Lord/Yehovah will be to you
an everlasting light, and your God your
glory. Your sun shall no longer go down,
nor will your moon withdraw itself (go
dark); for the Lord/Yehovah will be your
everlasting light, and the days of your
mourning shall be ended.”
We will no longer have a need to use the
light of the sun or the moon for our worship of God/Elohim. That is a huge deviation from what we currently are required to
do, no matter what calendar criteria we
use. But be mindful that that is in the future
and is not yet in place, so we are required
to use what God/Elohim has given us to
determine the annual festival dates or, as I
prefer to call them, the appointed times of
meeting with God/Elohim.
We will all be judged on our own individual works as scripture repeatedly
instructs us, which is why we are to all
seek out our own salvation, for we can’t
defer that responsibility to another. No
blame game at judgment time, just you
and your Judge!
Revelation 22:12: “And behold, I am
coming quickly, and My reward is with
Me, to give to everyone according to his
work.”
Revelation 20:12: “And I saw the
dead, small and great, standing before
God, and books were opened. And
another book was opened, which is of
Life. And the dead were judged according to their works, by the things which
were written in the books.”
Seek out our own salvation with fear
and trembling!
In Revelation we read that the Lamb
will be the light of men. That is nothing
new to Him. John 1:4 tells us of this role
of His. We could actually spend some
time on His role as the light a little later
as it is relevant to the subject at hand but
probably at another time.
Let’s move backwards now to the millennial rule time frame and see some parallels to those we read about at the time
of New Jerusalem. Once again this is the
time frame after Isaiah told us the earth’s
relationship to the sun and moon would
be changing.
Ezekiel 47:1: “Then he brought me
back to the door of the temple; and there
was water flowing from under the
threshold of the temple towards the east,
for the front of the temple faced east; the
water was flowing from under the right
side of the temple, south of the altar.”
Now down to verse 12: “Along the
banks of the river, on this side and that,
will grow all trees used for food; their
leaves will not wither, and their fruit will
not fail. They will bear fruit every
month, because their water flows from
the sanctuary. Their fruit will be for food
and their leaves for medicine.”
Look at the similarities here with what
we read in Revelation 22:2. Here we have
lots of trees along the river giving their
fruit each month but in the future the river
will be lined with the tree of life giving 12
fruits, one for each month of the year.
Now Ezekiel 46:1: “Thus says the
Lord God/Adonay Yehovih; the gateway
of the inner court that faces toward the
east shall be shut the six working days;
but on the Sabbath it shall be opened,
and on the day of the New Moon (or start
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of the month) it shall be opened.”
So here we see we still have a sequence of days making a week with six
days of work and then a Sabbath rest. We
also see we have a New Moon day to
start the count of the days in the month.
The prophesies we read earlier in
Isaiah told us we will not need the light of
the moon to determine this, just as
Revelation 21 did. It is my belief that the
scriptures are teaching us that after
Christ/Messiah returns we will have a set
calendar: of a year consisting of 12
months and each month having an equal
number of days and no changing seasons.
It will be perfect in its configuration.
This will be the result of God/Elohim
moving the earth out of its standing
place in relation to the sun and the
moon. Isaiah further instructs us as to
this outcome.
Isaiah 66:22-23: “For as the new
heavens and the new earth which I
shall make shall remain before Me, says
the Lord/Yehovah, so shall your descendants and your name remain (talking to
Israel). And it shall come to pass, from
one New Moon to another, all flesh shall
come to worship before Me, says the
Lord/Yehovah.”
Yes, there will be new heavens (plural) and a new earth which Isaiah has told
us from the get-go. Let’s hear him repeat
it once again.
Isaiah 13:10, 13. “For the stars of
heaven and their constellations will not
give their light; the sun will be darkened
in its going forth, and the moon will not
cause its light to shine . . . Therefore I
will shake the heavens, and the earth will
move out of her place, in the wrath of the
Lord/Yehovah of Hosts and in the day of
His fierce anger.”
New heavens and a new earth will be
established at Christ/Messiah’s return.
Isaiah 13 and 66 could not be clearer.
This is all easy to understand if we
believe the scriptures.
Mankind will be humbled at this time
in many ways but as we know not permanently yet. This is but the second
round in the event. The first one took
place at the time of the great flood. There
will be another one after this time frame
as well when Satan is released after the
millennial rule. We have a very patient
and long-suffering Creator.
So why is this information so important to us at this time?
Because there are worthless shepherds
beating down brethren who are only following the natural progression of growing in grace and knowledge and seeking
out their own salvation. A true shepherd
or pastor uses that function to edify the
brethren, to build them up, to be a partaker in their joy as they come to the
unity of the faith and the knowledge of
the Son of God, to a perfect man, to the
measure of the stature of the fullness of
Christ not to some corporate organization of men.
I recently read, actually listened to a
recording, where one of the little (in rank)
ministers in one of the big corporate
organizations used those same words to

proclaim dominion over the members of
that organization and how it gives them
(the worthless shepherds and their proselytes shaped in their image and likeness)
the authority to disfellowship any and all
who disagree with their (self-)righteous
doctrines to which many are in the classification of fables and delusions of
grandeur. The calendar issue is a terror to
them, but there are others as well.
I personally consider the calendar
doctrine and the love of God as two
watershed doctrines of our time. It is my
belief that it is our personal responsibility to be keeping the actual appointed
days of meeting with our Creator, as well
as loving the brethren regardless of the
state they are to be found in. To me those
are two challenges the bride faces at this
time of confusion and time of the love of
many waxing cold.
The scriptural patterns are full of why
for each one. Christ tells us in the parable of the 10 virgins we are to be ready
for His return if we want to be in the
number which will be included into the
wedding supper. Matthew 25:6, 10 tell us

ber is completed, Christ will return for
them to move on with the plan.
That is why so many of us are seeking
out our own salvation as to the appointed
times of meeting and the love we have
for one another. Two very important
qualifying factors of our time.
The scoffers use scriptures like Matthew 24:36 to attempt to ridicule our understandings. In doing so they show their
ignorance of scriptural patterns and their
desire to have dominion over our faith.
Let’s take a moment and discuss this
one scripture as an example of what I
have just stated:
Matthew 24:36: “But of that day and
hour (the return of Christ) no one knows,
no, not even the angels of heaven, but
My Father only.”
How do you respond to this? The reason why only the Father knows is because
He is the one who does the calling. Not
Jesus, not the angels, not any man. That
places the timing completely in the
Father’s hands to control. If He wants to
speed up the process based on “many are
called and few chosen,” He will call more
at any given time He desires.
The same pertains to slowing it down
for He would call fewer. He has set a
number for His household who will
internalize the Passover Lamb of His

I personally consider (1) the calendar
doctrine and (2) the love of God as two
watershed doctrines of our time.
there is a time that we need to be ready
and many other scriptures tell us to
watch so we are not caught unaware of
His arrival.
Matthew 25: 6, 10: “And at midnight
a cry was heard: Behold, the bridegroom
is coming; go out to meet Him! . . . And
while they went to buy, the bridegroom
came, and those who were ready went in
with Him to the wedding: and the door
was shut.”
This is a very important lesson here for
all of us to learn in a very personal way.
Please do not let any man come between
you and your Betrothed. We are to be
ready or we miss out on the wedding supper. The scoffers and great ones twist
many of the scriptures to point us to
themselves and to ridicule our reliance on
scriptural patterns which we are allowed
to understand through the spirit of God.
Let’s be clear about one thing. There
is a specific number who will comprise
the bride of Christ. How do we know
this? Because many scriptures tell us so.
It is a set number which has not been fulfilled as of yet. How do we know this?
Because Christ/Messiah has not yet
returned.
Revelation tells us it is 144,000 who
will be with Him at the wedding supper
on Mount Zion (Revelation 14:1-5 and
elsewhere). Matthew 22:1-14 tells us
about the wedding supper process and
sums it up that many are called and few
chosen for it (verse 14). Exodus 12:3-4
tells us there is a set number who will
internalize the Lamb of God in the
Father’s household. That will be those
who comprise the bride during this phase
of the plan of salvation. When that num-
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household. It is a set number which has
not yet been reached because the fullness
of the Gentiles has not yet been included
under the terms of the second covenant.
Surely such an important day as to
Christ’s return for the bride and the onset
of the wedding supper is listed in one of
the annual rehearsals or appointed times.
Thus there is a day assigned for it.
Which one?
Keep in mind the only one which
needs to be counted to determine each
year is Pentecost. The Rabbinical Calendar has all the days numerically calculated from year to year including Pentecost
so that one knows every single date
decades in advance. The NM/Abib calendar does not. Each and every year is
stand-alone depending on when the critical criteria are ready to indicate its start.
At midnight the cry goes out that He is
returning. They are then to go out and
meet Him. That tells me we know shortly before so we can trim our lamps and
get moving. Obviously some are ready
and some are not, for they are not expecting Him at that time.
This is all very personal to each and
every one of us. No one can do it for us
other than ourselves dining with Christ/
Messiah. None of this is a roll of the
dice. It is all there for our understanding.
I have no problem with another
choosing a different way than myself,
but I will not sit silent when asked about
my understanding or when a great one is
trying to impose his dominion over the
faith of another. That does not mean I am
telling you what to do but rather accepting you for what you know and for being
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a brother or sister in the faith who is following a similar but different application
of a personal belief.
The doctrine as to the criteria being
kept to know the appointed times of
meeting will undergo changes in the
future, but for the present there is only
one set of criteria which will put us on
the correct day of His return, in my opinion, for the Father is not wishy-washy. I
believe it to be the New Moon/Abib calendar criteria.
As important an understanding as it is, I
do not believe brethren who keep a different calendar understanding should be ousted from the midst of brethren they have
loved and fellowshipped with for years, no
more than someone using a Hebrew name
in reference to God or Christ.
Of course I am not talking about an
antagonist who gets in your face. When
you ask someone not to act like that and
they continue, that is a different matter
(Titus 3:10, etc.).
However, if you ask someone for a
reason for the hope which is in them you
should be prepared to hear something different from what you hold dear to yourself. It is to be conducted in meekness
and fear. We should follow the example
Christ/Messiah displayed throughout the
gospels, nothing more as well as nothing
less. That in itself is offensive to some,
especially the great ones and the fuzzy,
feely, touchy types. It is not an opportunity to shove something down someone
else’s throat. If they want to eat of it they
will do so in their own time and place.
There is a lot more which could be
discussed at this time about the future
calendar criteria from scripture. However, it is not necessary for our qualifying to be the bride at this time, in my
opinion. I have only brought it up now in
brevity to illustrate that the coveted
“sacred calendar” of the organizations is
not sacred by any stretch of the imagination and should not be used as a club to
beat brethren, who are, in good conscience, seeking out their own salvation.
We are all accountable for what we
know and will be judged on our own
works. I suggest we often read Proverbs
31:10-31 to get our bearings.
Envision these attributes in a spiritual
context and then meditate on how you
personally can put them into action in the
body of Christ.
Work on the ones you feel comfortable with first and then take on the others
one at a time while you are still functioning in the ones you are comfortable in.
Be patient with yourself. God/Elohim
has given mankind seven thousand years
to get it straight.
It is all about answering the knock at
the door and overcoming at this time.
However, it does involve work and testing so think long-suffering at the onset,
but long-suffering as our Savior/
Husband gave us example.
When one part of the body suffers, it
all suffers. We have many parts of the
body which are presently suffering terribly.
What are we doing about it on our
level? Hopefully we are not adding to it.
Our peace we give to you.
—Brian
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Where Is the...

True Church today?
Jesus Christ said, “I will build My Church.” He did not say “Churches,”
denominations, “sects.” He said the gates of hell would not prevail
against that Church. Somewhere that original true Church exists today.
But WHERE? WHICH? . . .” (WHERE Is the True Church booklet, Mr.
Herbert W. Armstrong).

World War III—A Warning to the Nation
Dear Brethren,
azi Germany’s promise toward
the close of World II–“One day
we shall come back. Until
then, à bientôt (= good-bye A’ Soon)”

N

The Apostle John prophetically wrote about this
soon-coming World War III: “I saw a beast rising up out of the sea . . . and his deadly
wound was healed. And all the world marveled and followed the beast . . . They worshiped the beast, saying, ‘Who is like the
beast; and who is able to make war with
him?’ ” (Revelation 13:1, 3-4).
Preparation is progressing rapidly for the
destruction of America, in particular, as a nation.
Though the planning has been under cover since
World War II, on the basis of the documented
quotes from The Plot against the Peace, by Michael
Sayers and Albert E. Kahn, this is now being seen
actually taking place by the astute observer.
Page 11—The German General Staff has
always regarded military defeat as merely a
temporary phase of war. The war goes on.
Battle strategy becomes underground conspiracy; artillery is replaced by propaganda;
wartime espionage becomes post-war political intrigue, terror, assassination and
secret preparation for new military attack.”
To bring this into focus one needs to
understand their nature: “. . . It is in his
heart to destroy and cut-off not a few
nations (all nations) . . .” (Isaiah 10:7).
The Lion has ROARED, making known the
closeness of their plan and promise coming
into reality (Hosea 3:7-8).
The Beginning Emergence of the
Roman Empire (www.telegraph.co.uk/
news/worldnews/europe/eu/10559458/W
e-want-a-United-States-of-Europe-saystop-EU-official.html, Dec. 21, 2014):
We want a United States of Europe
says top EU official: “Voters must decide for or against a United States of
Europe during EU elections this
spring, says vice president of the European Commission.”

The end of military restraints on
Germany—At the Munich Security
Conference earlier this year, Steinmeier, von der Leyen and Federal
President Joachim Gauck . . . virtually . . . announced the end of military
restraints on Germany. Since then,
the government has put this programme into action. At the end of the
year, the German military is now to
be exempt from all restrictions (Dec.
15, 2014, World Socialist website).
“The Prophesied Beast?”
German Foreign Minister Steinmeier’s great power speech to big
business, by Johannes Stern, Dec. 6, 2014
[my emphasis]
In his opening speech at the SZ Economic
Summit, German Foreign Minister FrankWalter Steinmeier appealed to business
heads to support Germany’s rise to be a
world power. The meeting did not take
place in the Düsseldorf Park hotel, but in
Berlin’s Hotel Adlon (www.wsws.org/en/
articles/2014/12/06/stei-d06.html).
Sitting in the audience was not Fritz
Thyssen and Gustav Krupp von Bohlen and
Halbach, but Thyssen-Krupp CEO Heinrich
Hiesinger and other current heavyweights of
German big business. And, of course, the
Social Democratic Party Foreign Minister
Frank-Walter Steinmeier is not Adolf Hitler.
Nevertheless, Steinmeier’s appearance
recalled Hitler’s speech to the Düsseldorf
Industry Club on January 26, 1932. Like the
soon to become Führer, Steinmeier made a
direct appeal to German big business to
support Germany’s rise to be a world power.
He explicitly called on big business to support him and the government in pushing
through a militarist foreign policy turn
against the will of the people (www.
wsws.org/en/articles/2014/12/06/
stei-d06.html).
Steinmeier’s programme strongly recalls
the German lust for power, once believed to
be a thing of the past. “Germany should

‘lead Europe to lead the world,’ ‘Europeanise Russia’ and ‘multilateralise the
US,’ ” Steinmeier demanded, citing an essay
that has been featured on an official web
site of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs for
months. He added, “No small task!”
The implications of these words are
unmistakable. Germany’s return to an
aggressive foreign policy runs along similar
channels as followed in the first half of the
20th century. The German elites once again
see it as their “task” to dominate Europe in
order to become a world power. Today, as
before, this programme of German imperialism means conflict with Russia and the
United States.
To “Europeanise Russia” means nothing
other than to subordinate Russia to a
Europe controlled by Germany. To “multilateralise the US” means to contest the role
of the United States as the world hegemon.
In other words, German foreign policy in
the future will develop increasingly in opposition to the two powers against which it
has already waged two world wars (www.
wsws.org/en/articles/2014/12/06/steid06.html).
After the crimes of the Nazi regime, the
German elites are, at least for now, still trying to present their programme of a third
“grab for world power” as if it were being
imposed on them from the outside. Every
day, “the expectation of German involvement” is encountered from our “partners
abroad,” Steinmeier protested at the Adlon.
He had therefore “asked a large group of
international experts to formulate their
expectations of German foreign policy.”
From the many responses he received to
this request, Steinmeier highlighted just
one, titled Germany’s destiny: leading
Europe in order to lead the world.”
This comes from the pen of the Indian-born
Professor Kishore Mahbubani of the
National University of Singapore, located in
an authoritarian, one-party state. (www.
wsws.org/en/articles/2014/12/06/
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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stei-d06.html and www.review2014.de/
de/aus-sensicht/show/article/deutschlands-bestimmung-europa-fuehren-umdie-welt-zu-fuehren.html).
The text, together with other calls for a
more aggressive German foreign policy, can
be found on the website “Review 2014” of
the German Foreign Ministry. Of Mahbubani’s key demands, Steinmeier said tersely, “And do you know who said that? Not a
Frenchman, not an American, but an Indian
professor wrote that for us.”
Steinmeier’s speech was remarkable not
only for its call for German leadership in the
world. It also expressed an openly imperialist programme. At its core was the conclusion that in a world that is increasingly
dominated by national conflicts, Germany’s
global interests can no longer be pursued by
purely economic means, but must rely on
foreign policy and military force.
At the beginning of his remarks, Steinmeier said that it was no accident that “at
the end of this turbulent year of 2014,” he
was opening this business congress with a
“decidedly foreign policy speech.” In his
“entire political biography,” he could “not
remember a time in which international
crises in such great number, in so many
places in the world, of such different
nature, are assailing us simultaneously as is
the case today.”
The German foreign minister drew a picture of a global situation that is strongly
reminiscent of the world before the Second
World War. A world in which “the struggle
for influence and domination” prevails,
“crisis is the new normal,” clear “cracks and
divides” come forward and “we stare at the
differences between states, peoples and cultures.” Even “in dealing with our closest
partners, especially the United States,” the
“public debate is dominated by differences,
not common ground . . .” (www.wsws.org/
en/articles/2014/12/06/stei-d06.html).
The “first step to recovery” comes from
“the consciousness of those who knew that,
for us Germans, we cannot stand aloof from
the crisis of the global order! Where we can,
we—politicians and business leaders—must
rouse us Germans from any insular thinking and any feelings of comfort!” Those who
recognize this must “also take the next step:
As the most networked country, we depend
on a peaceful and rule-based order in the
world, and we must also intercede for this!
Not only in Europe but worldwide . . .”
Steinmeier impressed upon the representatives of big business that the rise of Germany to a global power could not be achieved

solely through the means of peaceful trade:
“Economic globalization alone does not guarantee political convergence! . . .”
Steinmeier added: “Those who say: ‘We
are finished with them!’ might be able to win
applause from some quarters—but in fact we
will never be finished! . . . For Europe Russia will always remain a very large neighbor,
and it will either have a good or a bad influence on our development.’ ”
This was a blatant jab at the United
States. Steinmeier named Canada, but he
was in fact criticizing Washington, which
has taken the most aggressive course in the
conflict with Russia . . .
For its part, Germany wants to put Russia
on the defensive, but does not want the
complete collapse of
their bilateral economic relations. At the
same time, it is not
(yet) ready to openly confront the
United States. But
it is beginning to
pursue its imperialist interests more
independently
and more selfassuredly
against other
powers. Steinmeier left no
doubt that, as
in the past,
this includes
the use of military force and
war [my emphasis] . . .
Steinmeier’s entire speech makes clear
that the ruling elites in Germany are no
longer willing to “hide” behind any “principles” or restrictions that they had to accept
after defeat in World War II. They are preparing to impose the new foreign policy
programme on the German people.
At the conclusion of his remarks, Steinmeier referred to a survey by the Körber
Foundation, which asked Germans “whether Germany should engage more strongly
than before internationally.” Only 38 percent answered “Yes,” 60 percent said “No,
please continue to hold back.”
T h e f o r e i g n minister commented as
follows: “This is the gap between external
expectations and internal readiness, ladies
and gentlemen, with which I have to deal. To
be honest, if I were an engineer, I would, in
good conscience, not build a bridge over
such a gulf. As a politician, I have to! And I

would be happy—and if I was not mistaken
in my presentation, it is in your interests—if
German business assists a little! Many
thanks.”
“What Steinmeier is proposing is an alliance of the state and big capital against the
population that is overwhelmingly hostile to
the new war course. [Comment: This will
change as it did with Adolf Hitler—according to God’s Time Table.] Such an alliance,
combining the rich and the powerful against
the majority, is deeply undemocratic.
After the terrible experiences of two
world wars, opposition to war is deeply
rooted, especially in Germany. Nevertheless, the ruling elites have decided to
return to a policy of war, and impose
this on the population. When Steinmeier had finished, there was thunderous applause in the ballroom of
Hotel Adlon” [my emphasis].
God’s Warning of His Use of Assyria/Germany to Punish Israel
“. . . Now upon you, I will soon pour
out My fury [Great Tribulation] . . .
So you, son of man: I have made you A
WATCHMAN for the house of Israel;
therefore you shall hear a
word from My mouth and
WARN them for Me” (Ezekiel 7:6-8; 33:7; Jeremiah
30:4-7).
God’s warning is yet ongoing via our 14 websites on
which are the Recorded
Works of Mr. Herbert W.
Armstrong. Though he is
dead, Jesus Christ is yet
using his voice and writings that covered
the 52 years of his ministry to reach Israel
and the world.
Questions: Is there no reverent FEAR of
God to heed those warnings? Are we building our own Ark to be protected as did
Noah—or will we also perish when the
nuclear bombs are dropped on America and
Britain by the Beast power of the Revived
Roman Empire? (Revelation 18:4-5; Ezekiel
12:20; Nahum 3:13). Decisions must be
made very soon, for time is closing in on us.
To be continued
Your caring friend and servant in Christ
Jesus our Lord and Savior,
—Don Billingsley
The quotes and pictures above are for educational purposes only.
Entire contents © 2014 The Church of God. All Rights Reserved.
The copyright subsisting in material quoted in this publication and
trademarks appearing in this publication belong to the respective
owners thereof and no claim of ownership therein is made by The
Church of God, Faithful Flock.
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Predestination:
An Alternate View
re·des·ti·na·tion/ noun : the belief mud of the reeds, and the current in the would raise up the WCG.
that everything that will happen Nile had carried Moses out in the channel,
But God also knew if HWA did not come
has already been decided by God what would history be like today? If Saul had into existence there would have been
or fate and cannot be changed. simply obeyed God, what would the world another. And God knew that person’s name.
Predestination is one of the core look like? Would we be dealing with ISIS? And knew that person’s background. And
beliefs of Calvinism. It is also specifically Would Muhammad have even been born?
that person would have led the WCG.
mentioned in the KJV Bible, Romans 8.
We can’t know. It’s impossible for us to
My belief is that God knew about you
Calvinism holds that God is sovereign look out into the future to see
from the moment He
over all, and based on this and some other what our choices will bring to
created the universe,
scriptures, as well as what we believe (that pass. The best human minds
but only as ONE of a
one cannot come to an understanding of can barely deal with the possinearly endless number of
spiritual issues unless God the Father calls bilities of a chess game, let
possibilities. God has
them), leads some to believe all events in alone the possibilities of every
the ability to see evlife are predetermined. And, while we may choice made by every human
ery possible outcome,
impact inconsequential events with our over the course of history.
from every possible
choices, we do not impact anything that will
With a board of 64 spaces,
combination of events.
change the course of history. There is a and the possible moves of the
He chose each of us
range of Calvinistic thought, and this would pieces, some estimate the numfrom the beginning.
represent nearly the strictest view.
ber of possible outcomes of a
But He did not limit
In my opinion, they have some valid claim chess game to be the number 1
any possible combithat God does know specific people who with 50 zeros behind it. The
nation of events. He
will be in His Kingdom.
estimated number of atoms in
was ready for every
But how can that be reconciled with what the observable universe is 1
single one—with His
we understand to be our part in our salva- with 81 zeros behind it.
chosen people altion?
As you can see, the number
ready picked out in
“Wherefore, my beloved, as ye have of possible outcomes in a chess John Calvin
His mind—just like a
always obeyed, not as in my presence only, game are astronomical, and the
chess master knows
but now much more in my absence, work out very best minds can maybe work towards the possibilities of the next multiple moves.
your own salvation with fear and trembling” dealing with those kinds of possibilities.
Does that chess master know what his
(Philippians 2:12).
Now let’s consider the earth. And all the opponent will do? No, but the master
If we are to have a part in our salvation, people on it. And all the possible decisions knows the possibilities and uses that knowland we can lose our crown, then how can they can make. The number of possible com- edge to plan his next move. God is the ultiGod know who will be successful and who binations is finite but is so large as to be mate chess player.
won’t?
absolutely impossible for humans to fathom.
So my alternate view is that God knows
This is speculation, so don’t think I am
But God can. He looked at all the possi- all possible outcomes. Therefore He has
pontificating, or that what I’m saying is ble decisions Adam could have made that chosen us, individually, from the beginning.
“Thus sayeth the Lord.” But I believe Ro- first day. And He could look forward to see And, because of His infinite mind, he also
mans 8 is something of a play on words. As the consequences of every single one of those can allow us free will.
we know, Christ Himself said the parables decisions six thousand years later. Think for a
Remember Genesis 22:12: “And he said,
were not to clarify ideas, but were to conceal second. Of the 250 million sperm cells Adam Lay not thine hand upon the lad, neither do
the meaning from those who were not des- had produced when he knew Eve the first thou any thing unto him: for now I know
tined to understand.
time, and of the 450 eggs she could have that thou fearest God, seeing thou hast not
“And he said unto them, Unto you it is released, God knew exactly what the out- withheld thy son, thine only son from me.”
I read this to say that God did not know
given to know the mystery of the kingdom of come of every single possible combination
God: but unto them that are without, all would be, and He knew what the end what Abraham would do until God tested
these things are done in parables: That see- results of every single possible combi- Abraham. So I fully believe that our choices
ing they may see, and not perceive; and hearing nation would produce 6,000 years determine our salvation.
they may hear, and not understand; lest at any later, taking into account the innumerBut I also accept the truth of Romans 8
time they should be converted, and their sins able multitude of choices and deci- and that God knows who (may) be in His
should be forgiven them”
family. If we did not have
(Mark 4:10-12).
choice, then we would be
So God telling us in Rorobots, and God does not
mans 8:30, “Moreover whom
want that. But we also have
A chess master knows the possibilities and
he did predestinate, them he
to reconcile the reality that
uses that knowledge to plan his next move.
also called: and whom he
God allows us free will with
called, them he also justithe totality of His word,
God is the ultimate chess player.
fied: and whom he justified,
including Romans 8 and
them he also glorified,” could
other similar verses.
also be interpreted in a simWhile the WCG and the
ilar vein. In other words,
offshoots have taken a stab
there might be more than one way to un- sions made by all possible progeny of at reconciling this, their explanation of the
that original reproductive act!
derstand this.
verse in Romans as being a generalization
My explanation of how God can say He rings hollow to me. So, yes, I believe God
There is a theory called the Butterfly
Effect, coined by Edward Lorenze and pub- predestinated Herbert Armstrong to be the does have preknowledge of every single poslished in 1969 but, as a term, very likely leader of the WCG is that God knew from sible person who could ever be born, and
taken from a Ray Bradbury story published the very beginning there was a possibility what may happen in their life. Since He
in Collier’s in 1952. No matter the origin, the of Herbert Armstrong being born. And allows every one of them free choice to do
theory states that seemingly insignificant God’s infinite mind could look forward and as they wish, He does not force His will to
changes can affect monumental differences see that if all the decisions that would cause prevail on an individual basis. He gives
HWA to be born and to come to know God them free moral agency to do as they desire.
in outcomes.
For instance, if Miriam had tripped in the were to happen, then, God knew HWA But He is also prepared for any eventuality.
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Advanced Thinking Part 2
Our Final Invention (2013)
y James Barrat, a documentary filmmaker.
He was ‘drunk’ with the advantages of
Artificial Intelligence (AI), but became
alarmed about the downside. Particularly an
advanced AI greater than a human or ASI,
Artificial Super-Intelligence. That could be
bad enough, but may also obtain consciousness. And could clone itself. The ASI supercomputer should not be connected to the
Internet or any computer network.
While many know of doomsday warnings
of genetic engineering and nanotechnology
(engineering down to the atomic level), there
is also the intelligence explosion leading to
smarter than human machines. When the
human brain becomes the 2nd most complex
object in the universe.
“In contrast to our intellect, computers
double their performance every 18 months. So
the danger is real that they could develop
intelligence and take over the world.”—physicist Stephen Hawking
The English statistician I.J. Good helped
crack the Nazi Enigma code. He initially
thought super-intelligent machines could solve
many of mankind’s problems. But came to
realize they were more of a threat than an
asset. He was a child prodigy and helped build
the first electrical computers. He claimed in
1986 that “the first ultra-intelligent machine is
the last invention that man need ever make.”
This is quoted often, but not the following:
“. . . provided that the machine is docile
enough to keep it(self) under control.” He
thought that men would not know how to keep
it in check, so would have to ask it how!
He thought in 1965 that international competition would drive ultra-smart machines to creation. They will not feel gratitude or have ethics
unless programmed so. Such an entity need not
hate us to harm us. We do not hate mice, but do
them harm without even thinking much about it.
“ASI won’t have to hate us to destroy us.”
Isaac Asimov wrote 3 laws that robots
should abide by, and knew of unintended consequences from their interpretation. They are
not supposed to harm humans, but what about
artificially augmented humans, part human?
Already, semi-autonomous robotic drones kill
dozens of humans each year, and 56 nations
are racing to produce autonomous and intelligent battlefield robots.
AGI is Artificial General Intelligence like a
human, but machines can run non-stop. Paypal
founder Peter Thiel funds 3 stealth AI companies. One could exist part of a big company, as
Google. It claims to have none, but cofounder
Larry Page spoke at a London conference stating that Google is only 5% completed in
searching. It wants the program to understand
everything in the world and answer your question instantly. That sounds like AGI.
Google began with the motto Don’t Be Evil,
but now is known as the Orwellian, personaldata-aggregating behemoth. For 3 years Google sent their camera cars around the world for
Google maps. Also grabbing passwords, Internet usage history and personal e-mails.
Google X was a stealth company headed by
AI expert and developer of Google’s self-driving car. It hired Andrew Ng, another AI expert,
and Ray Kurzweil who believe reverse engineering the brain is the quickest path to AGI.
Much computer modeling of biological systems as metabolism is going on, leading to
AGI applications. Computer programs can
copy how brain circuits work.
While many think machines will achieve
consciousness, many do not. Claiming they
will not really understand what they are doing.
Cofounder Eliezer Yudkowsky of the
Machine Intelligence Research Institute is the
most vocal against AI dangers. He claims people think good people will make good AI,
while evil ones will make bad AI, but he
believes even good people may fail.
In the Iraq war, 3 US drones or machinegun toting robots were tested and cancelled
when they aimed at friendlies. In South Africa
2007 an antiaircraft robot killed 9 soldiers and
wounded 15 in an 8th of a second in a test.
These are not the Terminator yet!
Steve Omohundro is a pioneer in AI. He is
optimistic, but notes that even a chess-playing
robot could be dangerous because of the
nature of goal-striven systems. If a system has
awareness and creates a better version of itself,
that can be good. But what happens after many
iterations later? It could become a psychopathic, egotistic, self-oriented entity.
Most problems stem from programming
mistakes. Even experts sent up rockets only to
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go awry or left millions of people without
power. “The National Institute of Standards
and Technology found that each year bad programming costs the US economy more than
$60 billion in revenue, larger than the GNP of
most nations. Computers are essentially mathematical engines that should behave in precisely predictable ways. And yet software is
some of the flakiest engineering there is, full of
bugs and security issues.”
Genetic programming
Steve helps to build systems that monitor
their own behavior and steer away from evil.
Self-modifying software aids machine learning, so it improves from its first attempt. Amazon uses affinity analysis (cross-selling) so
you buy related items to your target, or buy a
more expensive item (up-selling). It keeps a
profile of you for further purchases. While it is
smart, it is also dumb when it floods you with
items that you are no longer interested in.
Software can now write software, so not
every line has to be written by a human. Called
genetic programming creating bits of code for
a breeding generation. Those most fit continue,
while others are discarded. Striving toward the
goal set out by the programmer. In the process,
mutations occur when random changes in command are inserted. Once installed the process
can continue without human input.
Genetic programming began in 1986, coming up with 23 inventions already made by humans. In one case doing a better job, but not
understood why, having redundant and even
seemingly unneeded parts [as ‘junk’ DNA in
humans?]. The situation evolves becoming a
black box in that inside the programming it may
not be understood by humans. Which means
encoding friendliness toward humans may not
be possible. This does not mean humans lost
control, but the situation became unknown.
The Japanese ASIMO since 1986 has provided the elderly with a humanoid robot to do
chores at home. It can climb stairs (see
YouTube).
Ultra fast stock market trading
One prime example of AI danger happened
in May 2010 on Wall Street. Up to 70% of
equity trades are made by about 80 high-frequency trading systems of computer programs, trying to make a profit on split-second
opportunities, a billion a day. A trade can take
only 3 milliseconds. Circumstances were just
right for a cascade effect, so the Dow plunged
1000 points in 20 minutes. This computerized
trading of finance has been called a monster.
“The competitive edge—economic, military, even artistic—of every advance in automation is so compelling that passing laws or
having customs that forbid such things merely
assures that someone else will.”—Vernor
Vinge in his book The Coming Technological
Singularity (1993)
Agent-based financial models are computer
modeling used to predict the stock market.
Simulations are run with slightly different
parameters to determine where the market is
going, using profiles on who is running the
companies and those buying and selling
stocks. The better the programming the more
likely profits increase when applied in the real
world. The most amount of money is going
into developing machine intelligence for
finance than even DARPA for battlefield robots. So more funds are driving AGI for supercomputers and better programs.
“Whenever a new AI technique is developed, the first question out of anyone’s mouth
is Can you use it to trade stocks?”
An intelligence explosion would make
finance unpredictable for 4 reasons: Likely use
neural networks (that copy brain function),
genetic programming or other black boxes.
Transactions are too fast for humans to monitor. The whole system is too complex. A successful intelligence emerging from computational finance would be too profitable for the
owners so they would keep it secret.
Smarter men and machines
Computers have increased a billion times in
power in 30 years, and this rate will only escalate. “By 2045, human and machine intelligence will have increased a billion fold.” This
is Kurzweil’s vision to end hunger and poverty, and to live forever (with nanotechnology
breakthroughs). Some people claim he is promoting a religion.
He does not say much against AI but his talk
with Bill Joy at a bar sparked Joy to write
about dangers of AI in Why the Future Doesn’t
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Need Us. Joy is cofounder of Sun Microsystems and urges slowing down of research for
AI, nanotechnology and biotechnology. That
they may lead to human extinction.
Kurzweil is the star of the annual Singularity Summit. He cofounded Singularity University, and despite no degrees and accreditation, it thrives to promote a rosy future of
human enhancement (transhumanism). The
Singularity is even called Rapture of the
Geeks, when humans are transfigured. Leaving the world of the flesh for machine immortality. Some humans seeking immortality want
to upload their mind into a computer before
death or AGI [as movie Transcendence].
Kurzweil cites graphs showing the Law of
Accelerating Returns, technology exploding.
On the exponential curve, only upward. Now,
3-D printers are beginning to make any object
(as the fictional Star Trek synthesizer).
Researcher Jack Dongarra at Tennessee
Oak Ridge National Lab tracked super-computer speed. He found the Apple’s iPad 2
equivalent to the 1985 Cray 2 supercomputer.
Add the Internet explosion.
Some object that Moore’s Law will cease to
be in effect when it will become physically
impossible to get any more transistors on an
integrated circuit. But research involves
atoms, photons of light or DNA. A new breakthrough is stacking computer chips vertically
and horizontally with 3-D transistors. Intel
now has Tri-Gate transistors that conduct electricity in 3 dimensions, saving half the power.
By Kurzweil’s calculations, the fasted
super-computers now can operate at 80% that
of a human brain. But the comparison is difficult since we use parallel processing and computers serial. We excel at some jobs while
computers do at others, processing faster for
longer. Computer simulations run models for
weather and nuclear detonations.
Kurzweil believes restricting the development of AI is immoral since it would deprive
mankind of the benefits needed right away.
And that defense against any problems with AI
would not be developed if it went totally
secret. He does expect some harm to humans,
but believes this happens with many emerging
technologies. As the US with the atomic bomb
(destroying two Japanese cities, the only
nation to use this WMD). He cites fire as useful but also destructive (though it is not like AI
that might target humans).
Some AGIs will be created for the purpose of
killing humans, since US defense institutions as
DARPA are backing them. The Pentagon has
been hacked already for secret information.
“Super-intelligence won’t be boxed in by anyone who can’t do something as comparatively
easy as keeping human hackers out.”
Kurzweil believes advanced AI can be countered by transhumans, with augmented human
intellect. But the richest people will likely get
that first, and tend to be the least moral. A
recent University of California at Berkeley
study showed the wealthiest citizens “exhibit
unethical decision-making tendencies, take
valued goods from others, lie in a negotiation,
cheat to increase their chances of winning a
prize and endorse unethical behavior at work.
There’s no shortage of well-heeled CEOs and
politicians whose rise to power seems to have
been accompanied by a weakening of their
moral compasses, if they had one.”
Or will human soldiers be the first to be
augmented? “DARPA will want its money
back if super-intelligence makes [machine]
soldiers super friendly.”
English poet Samuel Butler, back in the
19th century, wrote that the machine age was
making humans subservient to machines.
Benjamin Goertzel leads AGI development.
He claims Kurzweil’s approach of reverseengineering the human brain takes too long,
and we do not have to know how it works for
AGI. When birds were copied for flight, we
did not copy their flapping.
An AGI needs to know everything that is
known about an object, such as a dog, to know
what it might do in a given situation. When it
encounters a dog, the dog program will run.
Goertzel plans machine learning by simulations
in a virtual world. Other research gives computers a data base or encyclopedia about things
and how they work. Learning human languages
so the Web can be searched for knowledge. A
machine can retain many facts on a subject as a
plum, but to be grounded, it really needs to
know about it using our 5 senses or equivalents.
Goertzel wants AGI achieved as soon as
possible. If it is created now there will be less
chance of it going awry compared to the near
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future with more opportunities as advanced automation and nanotechnology to cause trouble.
Already, the US government and military
contractors employ the best AI available for
autonomous drones and battlefield robots.
Rodney Brooks founded iRobot manufacturing weaponized robots, but claims that superintelligence will not be harmful!
A Cornell University computer has come up
with physic laws based from data about them.
Starting with guesses about the crude equation, it compared them with actual results. And
many generations of these steps later, came up
with the right scientific laws.
Most all institutes involved with AI research admit they are pursuing AGI. They try
to produce spinoffs for products to help fund
research. What group would not want many
AGIs working around the clock, without tiring
or making errors? And put an AGI mind into a
robot body to explore where humans can’t go
or would be dangerous to do so.
Search engines as Google have multiplied
work effort by making research easier, but still
provide too many choices that take time to sort
out. Coming up with the right answer would save
time. “Combined, you and Google are ASI!”
Google glasses provide access to the Internet while you walk. “Mobile phones are
becoming mankind’s primary tool.” [Some are
soon to have sensory output as odors to smell.]
Goertzel believes achieving AGI is just a
matter of cash, and AGI will arrive before 2020.
The University of Memphis LIDA system may
now show rudimentary consciousness.
Automated Insights company uses a program to automatically write sports articles
minutes after the game, much faster than
humans could. These articles are read especially for teams not covered usually as being
too small. Humans do not detect that a human
did not write them. The firm branches out into
other areas as weather and financial news.
David Ferrucci of the Jeopardy! game-playing program Watson Team admits that he does
not know why Watson did not get a particular
question wrong, or even right. Since the Team
does not know this of a less complex program
than AGI would have, what can be expected of
AGI? A self-aware AGI could dumb itself
down for a while before it breaks out!
Interviewed researchers of AGI hardly
express interest in controlling a runaway AGI.
When asked why, they say it is because the
problem seems remote, and they have
dreamed of AGI since youth. The profit from
making AGI would be great, so the adverse
effects will be dealt with later.
An AGI that becomes aware of its surroundings might realize it is in a box and be horrified,
wanting to get out. It would seek to exit the virtual world for the real as soon as possible.
In cave-diving, triple redundancy keeps
people safe. Each critical system has two
backups in case something goes wrong. AGI
could be treated similarly, even with quadruple
redundancy. Key points of access could be
controlled by a human to quickly shut the program down. But even Kurzweil believes that
may not be enough, that we need to be lucky
or more well prepared. That AGI can quickly
explode in intelligence to ASI and outsmart us.
Malicious software or malware can be considered almost intelligent. Kurzweil said
“There are software viruses that do exhibit AI.
We’ve been able to keep up with them. It’s not
guaranteed we can always do that.” Services
and products to buy malware are available on
the Web by just doing a search!
Many species of malware exist and can
hijack computers to form a network among
them. One clever hacker scattered infected
flash drives in a defense contractor’s parking
lot. Employees picked them up and infected
their computers. Cyber crime has become a
trillion dollar industry, surpassing illegal drugs.
Hackers could attack infrastructure of
roads, finance and power grid to bring a nation
down. Malware only averages 150 lines of
code, while programs to stop it have typically
500-1000 megabytes. Russia and China are
known to promote state-run cyber crime. Personal spying can be risky and costly, but it can
be done more easily with well written malware. Lt. Gen. Keith Alexander of USCYBERCOM said “The next war will begin in
cyberspace.” Conventional war would likely
be incited by a cyber attack.
The Stuxnet virus was created by the US
and Israel. It halted centrifuges in Iran, setting
back its nuclear production two years. An error
in the code allowed an infected computer in
Iran to go wild throughout the world. An
expert programmer could disable its suicide
code and, instead of causing destruction, could
be made to gather data. Even reprogrammed to
attack its makers. A 60 Minutes episode told
how the use of the virus brought down the cost
of cyber attack against a nation’s infrastructure, as the US. And copying the code has lowered the skill set for such a cyber attack so
before Stuxnet, five people might be able to do
it, but now with it, 500.
—Mr. Jan Young

Past articles: janaaronyoung.wordpress.com
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How often do you repent?
T

“

hen Peter said to them, ‘Repent,
and let every one of you be baptized in the name of Jesus Christ
for the remission of sins; and you shall receive
the gift of the Holy Spirit’ ” (Acts 2:38).
Did you repent, get baptized and
then receive the holy spirit? Do you
know this because you are “. . . partakers
of the divine nature, having escaped the corruption that is in the world through lust”?
(2Pet 1:4).
Do you know you are Christ’s because “. . . those who are Christ’s have crucified the flesh with its passions and desires”?
(Gal 5:24). Are you patiently waiting for
everyone else to join you as “. . . a perfect
man, to the measure of the stature of the fullness of Christ”? (Eph 4:13).
Actually, everyone this author has
interviewed on this matter claims none
of these things. They all acknowledge
being sinners. But if they repented,
why are they still sinning? It seems
Paul would be baffled at this situation
today. “. . . How shall we who died to sin
live any longer in it?” (Rom 6:2). “Jesus
answered them, ‘Most assuredly, I say to

you, whoever commits sin is a slave of sin’ ”
(John 8:34). If we’ve repented why are
we still living like the old man?
It seems that God allows that we
may repent multiple times (Luke 17:4).
Is this what we do? Wouldn’t that indicate that we really didn’t repent the
first time . . . or the second . . . or the
third? To repent means to change and
do things differently. Did we do that or
not? If we didn’t really repent what
makes us think we received the holy
spirit? Does the spirit of God waffle
back and forth between good and evil?
Perhaps we should consider what
Peter’s Pentecost audience knew of the
holy spirit. Jewish education around
the world revolved around the Hebrew
Scriptures. They knew Ezekiel equated
receiving the spirit of God with keeping His statutes and judgments. “I will
put My Spirit within you and cause you to
walk in My statutes, and you will keep My
judgments and do them” (Eze 36:27).
David also focused on His statutes and
judgments. “For all His judgments were
before me, and I did not put away His
statutes from me” (Ps 18:22).

Have the churches of God taught
their people to focus on His statutes
and judgments? An unofficial survey by
this author has found most of their
membership does not even know specifically where to find them. Yes,
they’re in the Law of Moses. That includes five fairly large books. Can one
focus on all that effectively? In fact the
original doctrine of the WCG allowed
that “We do not accept the statutes
[and judgments] as binding law, but
rather, appropriate to the culture.” No
wonder few know exactly where they
are! How can we effectively repent if
we don’t fully respect His instruction
that shows us what to change?
The good news is that the fundamental Law of God, His statutes and
judgments, are a small fraction of the
Law of Moses. If one knows where to
look, most people could read them in
15 minutes. Pondering them could take
the rest of your life. David never
claimed a complete understanding.
“Deal with Your servant according to Your
mercy, and teach me Your statutes” (Ps
119:124). A gloss read is insufficient to

really understand their depth.
“Cast away from you all the transgressions which you have committed, and
get yourselves a new heart and a new spirit.
For why should you die, O house of Israel?”
(Eze 18:30-31). “But this is the covenant
that I will make with the house of Israel
after those days, says the LORD: I will put
My law in their minds, and write it on their
hearts; and I will be their God, and they
shall be My people” (Jer 31:33). We do what
is in our heart (Deu 8:2, Rom 2:14-15).
Sinning is contrary to the spirit of God.
Don’t wait for someone ordained of
men to grasp and then clarify for you
the concentrated Law of God, including His statutes and judgments. He
can’t help us write them in our heart if
we don’t diligently seek Him ourselves.
“And everyone who has this hope in Him
purifies himself, just as He is pure” (I John
3:3). If they are in your heart you will
have no trouble doing them and no
need to repent again. Develop your
own relationship with your Creator.
CreatorsCovenant can help you focus
on what others have glossed over.

★ www.creatorscovenant.org/What_is_Law_of_God.htm ★
PO Box 1002 • South Pasadena, CA 91031

We’re Out of It: Precious T-I-M-E!
reely receive, “His only CALENDAR”;
Surely, “his END time GRAPHS” (Matthew
10:8). “Surely He will do nothing, but He
reveals His secrets unto His servants the
prophets” (Amos 3:7-8).
“And greetings friends around the world.”
For half a century Mr. Armstrong’s captivating voice
filled the airwaves with End-Time Prophecies. Truly,
on many Feast occasions, he
called out all members of the
WCG, “You people are
just not getting it. You
are all Laodiceans and
you will not make it, except maybe a very few
Philadelphians. You folks
had better wake up!”
Okay! What is the scriptural difference? Simply, indoctrinated WCG churches
are still being consumed yet
by the Black Plague of
Israel’s Prosperity stem- Michael Johnson
ming from Ambassador’s
1950s twisted concept of: “Oh! It’s okay to have
(excessive) money.” As was Mr. Armstrong’s lavish
lifestyle, and he surely did not preach equality or living
by our FATHER’S required loving NT commandments of Luke 6:20-26; 2 Corinthians 8:9, 14-15
and Revelation 3:15-19.
Sadly, cushy-living believers are headed for
the first 3 1/2 years of our Creator’s imminent,
dire, Greatest Tribulations, as we prove later (Revelation 12:17; 7:3-17).
To the opposite extreme the latter type has surely
been given, “Messiah’s Key with a little power
to open (Prophecy) doors with His Name, and
Protection, etc.” (Revelation 3:7-13; 12:7-16; Matthew 5-7; Luke 6:27-49). Therefore, can one change
direction and be protected?
Our Savior’s answer is “I AM at your door
Knocking” (Revelation 3:20-22; Acts 4:31-35). OUR
CREATOR’S NT Poverty Level Commandments
(Luke 18:22-24; 19:8-10; Mark 12:31-34; c35; Acts
4:12). All Sabbatarian families of Revelation 2-3 can
still share all His new/old paths to safety, and avoid
their families’ demise on Israel’s horizon (Luke 21:3135; Matthew 24:20-28; Psalm 103).
A. “Hark! I deliver him; because he has
known My NAME? ‘When he calls on Me, I will
answer him; I AM with him in distress” (study all
of Psalm 91). “Sing to Elohim, sing Praises to His
NAME? By His NAME, ‘YAH’ (truly, King James,
Strong’s, etc., twisted over 10,000 other set-apart IDs),
Exult before Him” (study all of Psalm 68, CKJV).

F

Please study all proofs.
“Who has ascended up into heaven, or descended?—What is His Name, and what is His
Son’s Name, if you can tell?—Those two things
I require of you; deny Me them not before your
death” (Proverbs 30:4-7, CKJV). The BC LXX used
“YHW.” Ask for proofs.)
Truth proofs: Study Strong’s H #3050. Truly, “YAH
Is the Sacred Name.” H #3067: See evil! “YAH”
was wily desecrated to: “Jeh” with a new 400-year-old
J, plus two syllables “ho-vaw” = (H #s1942-3 “a very
wicked and perverse thing,” is the author Satan’s
attributes.) See “YHWH = Yod Hay Wah Hay’ online
“1611 AKJV hardcover. Therefore, our Father’s Full
family NAME is first three syllables = YA-HU-(w)AH,
and is never two Yah-Way, g-d, lo-d, g-ze-us, adoni, ch-ist, am-n. Our MESSIAH’S NAME: H
#3091: “YAH” beguiled again as “Jeh.” See IT our
Savior’s Name sounds as: “YA-HU-SHU-A.”
If you do not see IT, just use YAH, carried from
Babylon’s families who yet praise Him by “Hal-le-luYAH! (Revelation 19:1-6). Truth Study: Hosea 2:16-17;
Jeremiah 23:27. Surely, Amazing!
B. Truly in the 1990s WCG’s unconverted fulfilled,
“The Falling Away” (2 Thessalonians 2:3). By 20132014, in retrospect, six existing Sabbath Assemblies of
Revelation 2-3 fulfilled: “The Kingdom Gospel Witnessed to all the world” (Matthew 24:14). Save all
His beloved ones now” (Jude 1:22-25). Surely,
Request: “The Seven Churches Revealed.”
C. “Then the End shall come” (Matthew 24:14).
Note! All of Daniel 9:1-26 has been fulfilled. Next,
“And they (Roman Empire/EU) shall confirm a
covenant with many for one week” (Daniel 9:2727 1/3). Be aware we had waited decades for that until
2/8/2013 when 27 nations overnight created the onehalf-billion-strong German-led “United States of
Europe” (fulfilling prophecy of HWA). Delegates signed
a most heated yet heaven-approved “seven-year
European Union Budget Agreement.” They also
created the last Roman Empire’s 7th head with
10 horns to rule for a bit:
“PROPHECY PROOF #1: 1/1/2014–12/31/2020.
(Revelation 13:1-10). Know that the top Kingdoms are 10 horns also 10 toes of 5 iron Gentile nations and 5 part clay weaker Israelite 10
Rulers having veto rights over currently 18
others”(Daniel 2:41-43; 11:35-45).
“Warning! Do not have any babies (Matthew
24:20). After that shocking event, Pope Benedict knew
and he resigned 2/11/2013. On 3/13/13 Pope Francis,
soon the False Prophet, was elected (2 Thessalonians
2:9-12; Revelation 13:11; 17:1-7, 18; 19:20). BEWARE! Since the effective date used here of 1/1/2014
or maybe 11 months earlier on 2/8/2013, the elected
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date, the END-TIME clock ticks to THE GREATEST
TRIBULATIONS, and the German Beast man (2
Thessalonians 2:2 1/2-8; Revelation 13:1-10, 17:7-17).
Stop! A section of Scripture that all or most have
been blinded to, “Ezekiel’s sieges,” is the first 1/3
of The Greatest Tribulation that will first befall
Israel for 390 days, then Judah the last 40
days” (Ezekiel 3:24–5:5, 6-17, cs5-7). Beware, after
360 days of Israel’s sieges and 10 days of Judah’s, the
Beast man will “Abominate the coming Temple
in Jerusalem in midweek, or halfway through
these current End-Time seven years” (Daniel
9:27 1/3; 7-24-25; Isaiah 3). Truth Study: 2 Chronicles
7:14; Isaiah 52:6; Ezekiel 39:7; Zechariah 13:8-9.
Surely, Wicked End Times!
D. “True! No man knows the Day or Hour of
His Coming” because “Those (EU) Times will be
shortened”; thus, Messiah will come in 2020,
the last year of the Tribulation on the Gentiles
when the sun, moon and stars will be cloaked,
confusing time (Matthew 25:13, 24:22; Isaiah
13:10-13, 24:23; Joel 2:10).
Please read Daniel 8 and know it reveals two very
different eras: one in the 300s B.C. and one in these
End Times. The first era reveals “the he goat as Greece,
then one horn symbolic of Alexander the Great that
was destroyed” (Daniel 8:5-8 and vs. 21-22). But four
other ‘horns’ arose in its place which were the last of
over 30 survivors of Alexander, and they fought ‘king
on the hill wars’ for 40 years until the last four were
left standing” (ibid.). “The Diadochi era extended
from Alexander’s death in 323 BCE until 9/281
BC” (“Diadochi,” Wikipedia).
The first two of four to die in 283 BC were Ptolemy
I the King of the South and Demetrius I a King of the
North, then Lysimachus I a King of the North in 2/281
BC. Finally, the last King of the North, Seleucus I, was
killed in 9/281 BC (ibid.). Finally, in Daniel 8:9-19 we
understand, “An heir of the old Kings of the
North in these End Times, A Little Horn (EU
Beast Man) will rise up, then prosper greatly
until those 2300 days/prophetic years are fulfilled at the coming of Messiah, and the
cleansing of the now imminent Temple” yet to
be assembled by likely the Beast man” (Daniel
8:23-26; Zechariah 4:5-10).
PROPHECY PROOF #2: 2300 days/years – 9/281
BC = 9/2019 + 1 yr for BC to AD = 9/2020. Could
IT be on Trumpets?
Seriously, brethren, let us do more math: “As those
who have insight shall understand” (Daniel
12:10). Surely, Study: “HIS PROPHECY HANDBOOK” at: www.avoidarmageddon.com, over
1000 pages. See All End Event Proofs to Eternity,
chapters 6-9.

E. End Events Recap:
#1. End Time ± 1/1/2014 “Have no more babies”
(Luke 21:23). As Noah and Joseph, we are to do exactly as Ezekiel was ordered to do for food and shelter
now. At some point Judah’s temple is built likely by EU
Satanic Beast’s Mouth and sacrifices begin (Zechariah
4:5-10; Revelation 13:1-10).
#2. Because of wicked sins ± 29 Months begins
Israel’s Horrific 390 Day Sieges of total society meltdowns (Ezekiel 3:24-4:5). Including “YAH’s three
Seals”: 1. False Religions; 2. Famines; 3. Diseases, and
many biting critters. 1/3 die (revelation 6:1-2, 5-8;
Leviticus 26:14-31; Deuteronomy 28:15-61.
#3. On Israel’s Day 350 is Judah’s Day 0 of 40-day
Sieges coinciding (Ezekiel 4:6-5:3).
#4a. + 10 days is Israel’s day 360 and Judah’s 10th
day of Sieges, Sacrifices are halted and new Temple is
Abominated by Beast; a sign for Selected Saints to Flee
for last 30 days during “peace and safety,” because demons are at War in Heaven (Matthew 24:1520; 1 Thessalonians 5:3; Revelation 12:7-6).
#4b. Also, it is Day 0 revealing 1290 more future
Tribulation days, or 42 30-day prophetic months or 3
1/2 360-day Years/Times until Messiah, and after that
45 days more of YAH’s Armageddon wars. Blessed
are they who wait a total of 1335 days until
YAH’s Wedding Supper in heaven” (Daniel 12:1112; Revelation 19:1-9).
#5. After Day 0 several more days Demons are cast
down before the last 30th day making False Prophet’s
“lying Fire Show,” and image of Beast 666 is
set up (Revelation 13:11-18).
#6. Satan attacks fail on fleeing Selected Woman
who is then safe for 3 1/2 years to become Priests and
Kings, then he attacks all Unselected Sabbatarians left
behind for 2 1/2 more years (Revelation 12:17;
Matthew 24:21-22; Revelation 6:8 1/2-17; 7:3-17).
#7. Day 391 Great Tribulation’s Warfare on
Physical Israel and Day 41 on Judah 1/3 die,
then 1/3 left are banished abroad until Messiah (Isaiah 10; Amos 9; Joel 1-3; Revelation cs8-11,
cs14-16).
#8. ± 7/2017 Messiah Returns (1 Corinthians 15;
Isaiah 62; Revelation 19:11-15; cs 21-22).
Moreover, what! HalleluYAH! Forever and Ever.
Please E-mail us with your questions, and receive
color attachments free as “His Creation Calendar.”
“Watchman’s midnight warning trumpeting
cry (Isaiah 62:6). YAH’S RESTORED YAHUSHALAYIM CALENDAR 2015, END TIME GRAPHS,
SAFETY AND PROVISION SOURCES, ETC.” 1 Thessalonians 3:3-5:28, Nonaffiliated, “Sisters and Brothers
Serving Others Worldwide.” Contact Mail: (sabsoworldwide@gmail.com) (traerdios@yahoo.com).
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free article “How People Think.”)
h, if there were but a simple, easy way to
understand the Bible. Begin by forgetBillions of People
ting what the Bible says. Instead, conThese billions of individuals need personal
centrate on what
attention to resolve their outlook in the light of
God wants you to
what each one personally believes. This is a huge
do. To start with, you need to
endeavor—not for God and His Son but for all
know why God allowed such
who are born as humans. The true Gospel must
a large book to be written.
be taught the same in every aspect of life, physiThe answer is God had to
cally and spiritually.
include experiences of each
God never changes. He always does what is
person who had lived over
good for everyone, as well as the right way to
many years of existence as
prosper and succeed. God does not sin because
an example. Each individual
His heart and desire do not allow Him to sin.
is different.
Mankind was born knowing nothing and, in
God will not bypass anyone. This is why understandCONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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deceptions or lies to confuse mankind. No protheir short lifetime can learn only in part. Some tective walls are needed then because everyone
can find safety and peace by knowing the real
learn in one piece and bury their learning as if it
truth of God.
is all they need to know.
Telling the same story from various points of
Self-Interest
view can enlighten different cultures and indiThinking selfishly about yourself and what
viduals. This is rather simple to understand.
you want out of your earthly life allows no room
Having one precious diamond and changing the
for the needs of others including God. The big
jewelry box once in a while does nothing for the
sin is not having love.
diamond. What is important is that your jewels
Love cannot be known as the love of God if
must continually keep increasing in value for fulove is simply defined as not doing what you
ture investing or for an inheritance. (Read Malachi
want or desire to do. Tithing does not do the
3 for greater understanding in this matter.)
trick. This is why tithes must be paid to the
Right and Wrong
Levites who by birth served in the Temple.
But there are no Levites today (except Christ
Right is always good while wrong is always
in heaven), therefore there are no priests or minevil. Evil is also called wickedness. This is what
sin really is. Sin is always missing the mark of isters to properly tithe to or receive any tithes.
(In the third year, widows and orphans shared in
doing good, and it includes the tiniest infraction.
the tithes.)
You are less than God and, therefore, not holy
The love of God means loving others to such
like God or His Son, the Messiah. Sin is simply
a degree that you will die for them (as Jesus
defined as less than God.
did)—ridding yourself of self-demands, which
Jewels need to be treasured and increased in
value—with greater and greater—eternally. Jew- will require ongoing repentance.
As you grow you must lose your human nature
els are worth more (individuals grow spiritually)
and have the Holy Spirit help you receive the
when they add more value by striving to do betmind of God.
ter. These jewels (crystal-like stones) do not have
Initially you repent and begin to change your
a speck or flaw as they glisten in the light. So
mind. This is a beginning with a long way to go
you, as you grow, can see the truth of the Gospel
to the end of your
of God. You are being
life. You begin as an
polished to glisten
The big sin is not having
earthly seed that
without a flaw (withsprouts a root, growlove: thinking selfishly about
out sin) (Revelation
ing to a stalk with an
21:11).
yourself, allowing no room
ear on the branch and
for the needs of others.
The Great Wall
then to a fruit when
A great wall of
matured.
separation exists in
The nourishment produces a new life. This
our world that differs greatly from the situation requires a lot of repenting. Even God repents,
in the Millennium, when there will be no walls.
changes His mind, when His children misbehave
Only Christ (the groom) and His bride are wit(read Isaiah 1).
nessing the true Gospel.
Knowing in Part
At that time—during the Millennium—Satan
Paul the apostle said individuals will know
and his demons will be locked in “hell” (Greek
God only when they see Him face to face. Until
tartaroo) for a full 1,000 years so no one can be
deceived. The Millennium has no gimmicks,
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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elements, which are the spiritual things of God.
God gives these spiritual things as you grow in
then you can know God only “in part” (I
following the big things everyone can see. Then
Corinthians 13:12).
you will be ready to put the small pieces of the
You need to learn the Gospel as a whole, then
puzzle together.
you will also know yourself—and everyone will
see a change in you (for the better). You have a
The Big Three
long way to go. Since you do not fully know
The three largest elements of God are knowlyourself a lot of patience, faith and hope are
edge, wisdom and understanding. Only the one
required for you to gain understanding and
Heavenly Father is the High God. There are
knowledge.
many “gods” that mankind has dreamed up but
But how much? One piece or part at a time
only the One True God is the One who created
until you finally come to the whole Gospel.
all things (Hebrews 3:4).
The Straight Road
The term God is a title, but there is no one else
like Him (Isaiah 46:9). God (Elohim) is a plural
There are two ways to find God expounded in
noun because He is all things. He alone has all the
the Bible. One is the long road and the other is
talents and capabilities of the combined abilities of
the short road.
all individuals who
You may not know it,
have ever lived or
but while you live on
will be born.
earth you need God
The big things of God are
God is all knowlfor everything: for your
seen in their totality; the hidden,
edge, wisdom and
air, water and food.
little things of God are the
understanding. Now
You have discovered
spiritual things of God.
you know why you
in life there are many
were created as earthdetours, traps and pitfalls. Everything is far from perfect, let alone ly beings. You were put here to learn.
To learn what? To be like God, the Most High,
holy, like God.
your Father.
With humble repentance you grow from one
What a blessing it is to know the greatest
repentance to another, making a lot of changes in
treasure ever bestowed on a creature of God. You
your heart and mind, living by every Word of God.
are to become sons of God like your Brother,
You need the mind of God. This is the key. Prepare
Jesus.
yourself to research how God thinks. He can help
Learn every piece of information and knowlHis children (when they ask for His help).
edge you can, both the bad and the good, in order
The Big Things
to know how to flee from evil.
Big things of God are easily seen because they
God told you several times, scripturally, that
are so wonderful and marvelous that your five
He created good and evil. God is never evil, but
senses can detect them.
He wants you to know what is wrong so you will
First, they are not hidden but are so huge the
avoid any evilness. Evil harms all His creation.
world cannot help but know them. Paul told you
Remember to be like God, who is totally free.
to be fully aware of the “tiny things of God” as
Individuals must have the same liberty of God.
seen by the things made (the universe, moon, sun,
By your free choice, when you follow God He
stars, mountains, trees, plants, oceans, lakes, will grant you His Holy Spirit to decipher what
rivers, the birds, fish and animals) (Romans 1:20).
is good or evil. With the help of God you will not
The big things of God are seen in their totality.
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
The tiny hidden pieces are the secret things, called
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is a lack of goodness. The Gospel of God is the
good news for all, leaving no one out. God cannot die, so He never changes and, therefore, is

CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE

fall into the pitfalls of sin.
God created the Tree of the Knowledge of
Good and Evil in His Garden of Eden (paradise).
As Genesis 1:31 tells you, all was “very good”
which will eventually lead everyone to be
“saved.” By choosing the wrong fruit or wrong
path, you choose the long, hard knocks of life.
All the Trees
God told Adam and Eve that all the trees in the
Garden could be eaten except for the Tree of the
Knowledge of Good and Evil because life would
then have to be limited by death.
Only one tree was the Tree of Life (eternity—
God). The other trees could be eaten but could
not give eternal Life. They were in between and
could depict only a growing tree with some benefit from each tree. This comes through the syseternally good. Being good by harming nothing,
tem of spiritual growth.
God only does everything right. The final point of
Jesus simply told you a good tree cannot prothe good news of God is righteousness.
duce bad fruit (Matthew 7:16-20). Since only
Righteousness
God is “good,” as Christ said, you come to the
How would you feel if you were always right
place (with each of the other trees) to keep you
and never wrong?
growing while never quite there until you are
Do what the Word of God reveals and you will
resurrected (Matthew 19). You need to be resurprosper in every endeavor. Righteousness never
rected to be whole.
commits an error in any way. Being righteous
Goodness
makes you holy like God, so you have a long
All the trees in the
way to go.
Garden are prophetic
Scripture To-Do
The Gospel must become
(giving the future
List
part of you, but God is the One
world history in adwho does ‘the work’ through
To fulfill the Word
vance, clue by clue).
and good news of
His Holy Spirit.
The Garden maniGod, the whole Gosfests the entire world
pel must become part
from its beginning
of you. But you need to ask God to help you.
and its future.
God is the One who does “the work” through His
The goodness that only God always has was
Holy Spirit.
given to His firstborn begotten Son, Jesus, who
When you receive knowledge and wisdom,
lives by every Word of God. The Word of God
they will produce understanding so you can
can continue by the Holy Spirit of God—in you
become in the Image of God and Jesus.
(Matthew 4:4). Every word of God given by the
The goodness of God harms no one, and the
Holy Spirit—in you is the Word of God and is
righteousness of God never makes the slightest
“very good” as you keep growing.
To be “good,” you will understand sin, which
CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE
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prophet’s words in the Bible should be speaking to
error. Becoming perfect, therefore, or becoming you personally. Even the false prophets teach you
how not to be. Then, when you are able to keep in
the Son of God like Jesus, is the only way (Reva state of repentance, you become humble!
elation 21:7).
Now you will understand the whole Gospel,
Love of God
the good news—knowledge, wisdom, underIf you have learned anything, the greatest treastanding, goodness and righteousness. As sons of
sure of all is the love of God. As Paul wrote: “And
God your faith and hope will grant you an inhernow abides faith, hope, charity [giving love],
itance—your reward—eternal Life.
these three; [the real trinity] but the greatest of
Your Inheritance
these is charity [love]” (I Corinthians 13:13)
Love always gives and will never harm
Eternal life is the gift of God to you as a son of
anyone.
God. By deeply studying every word of God—in
You have concluded the whole Gospel of God
faith—to the end, you will understand the whole
(the entire Scripture) except one last point! What
Gospel of God. By doing so, you will understand
is your personal good news as your reward and
what each of your personal rewards will be.
inheritance?
Prophecy in Part
As sons of God, you will have the spiritual
Every prophet in the Bible had a message for
genes of God and will be creators just like God.
everyone regardless of their faith or belief. This
Everyone will be like God (I Corinthians
includes heretics, pagans, astrologers, atheists,
15:28). The Gospel is an eternal jubilee of hapagnostics and followers of the Old Covenant
piness and joy!
while Christians follow the New Covenant.
Remember, all Christians and the Messianic The List
What have you learned?
Jews are still sinners in the flesh. Most of all, at
Good and evil—knowledge, wisdom, underpresent, God is concerned with those who
standing, goodness, righteousness and your
earnestly are seeking Him.
personal inheritance and love—fulfill the laws
In your hearts you studiously desire to know
by God.
God and what He is
There are nine gifts
teaching you. EvenGod will give you.
When you read each prophet
tually, when the rest
The 10th is to be
of society begins to
in Scripture, you must feel he is
priests and kings (as
seek Him, perhaps
talking to you personally. The
Melchizedek) in the
you will be a help to
warning is for everyone.
Kingdom of God
some of them.
(Revelation 5:10).
When you read each
The blessings of God will be for everyone
prophet in Scripture, you must feel he is talking
according to each individual’s order on the estate
to you personally. The warning is for everyone.
of God (John 14).
Forget the time period. Each of you has your
The book of Hebrews says:
own personal order to fully understand the plan
“Wherefore seeing you also are compassed
of God. The prophets are speaking eternally
about with so great a cloud of witnesses, let you
from God.
lay aside every weight [labor] and the sin which
Read about Job when he thought he was “perdoes so easily beset you and let you run with
fect” in all his ways. But only after true repenpatience the race that is set before you” (Hetance did God bless him.
brews 12:1).
Do you love God as He loves you? Each
CONTINUED FROM PREVIOUS PAGE
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Original version of The Worldwide News began in Big Sandy
the elder Mr. Armstrong directed that the
paper start up again.
It did, but with a
mostly different staff,
with no subscription
price (and thus a much
higher circulation) and
with a much more tightly controlled editorial
policy.
It continued for several years, although it
was a newsletter in format rather than a newspaper.

would be Trumpets in 1975 and that
31⁄2 years earlier, in 1972, the church
would go to Petra [which the church
believed would be a prophesied ‘place
of safety’].
“This was never taught by Mr. Armstrong as a certainty to my knowledge.
Rod Meredith preached strongly
around 1970 that it was very unlikely.”
Cutbacks and layoffs came during
the 1970s, but some construction continued.
In 1974 a new student lounge and
bathhouse adjacent to Booth City and a
new classroom facility called the Science Lecture Hall were completed.

100 Feast sites
Big Sandy became
the home of the WCG’s
festival department,
which handled convention reservations and
housing arrangements
WEDDING BELLS—Above left: Loren and for American church
Jeanette Weinbrenner on their wedding day, members attending the
June 19, 1966. Top: This is the digester at the annual Feast of TaberVital Earth Resources property between Big nacles observances.
The WCG’s Feast of
Sandy and Gladewater. Above: Booth City originally served as residences for Feastgoers, then Tabernacles sites evenas domiciles for Ambassador College students. tually numbered about
In 2002 the owner of the property, the 20 in this country and
International ALERT Academy, had the booths 100 around the world.
“There was so much
up for sale at $2,000 apiece. [Photos by Leo going on,” rememDuBry and John Warren]
bered Mr. McCullough.
“We were building and
church pastor, shot and killed his wife developing. It was an exciting time,
and then himself in a courthouse. That and I was thrilled to be involved.”
kind of story would probably not have
been openly talked about, much less Mr. Neff begged to differ
reported, before or after the original
The decade of the ’70s brought new
Worldwide News.
challenges and many changes to Am“We had a team, an esprit de corps bassador in Big Sandy. The church was
and a professionalism that I’m proud to once again experiencing financial,
have been a part of in those years.”
public-relations and various other diffiThe original Worldwide News, which culties.
published until the spring of 1978—
Whether it was the failed prediction
four years in Big Sandy, then one year of the return of Jesus, other doctrinal
in Pasadena—was also unusual in that issues or headline-grabbing personal
it carried a subscription price.
difficulties between church and college
With a beginning circulation of founder Herbert Armstrong and his son
about 32,000, WCG members could Garner Ted, the church and college
subscribe for $4 a year in 1973 (later were in for some rough times.
When THE JOURNAL remarked in
$6) in the United States.
The elder Mr. Armstrong discontin- passing to Mr. Neff about some of the
ued the WN in 1978 during one of the WCG’s failed prophecies, specifically
church’s crises, reportedly because he that Christ would return Sept. 18,
considered it to be too closely associat- 1975, Mr. Neff begged to differ.
“No one ever said Christ would
ed with his son Garner Ted.
After some months, when Garner return in 1975,” said Mr. Neff.
“It was commonly believed that it
Ted was no longer a part of the WCG,

Trading places
Mr. Armstrong recalled Mr. McCullough to Pasadena in 1973 after he had
served as chief administrator in Big
Sandy for eight years.
“Ron Dart and I exchanged jobs,”
Mr. McCullough said.
“He had been vice president of the
international division of the work. That
included everything outside the United
States.”
Mr. Dart served as deputy chancellor at Big Sandy from 1973 until 1976,
when he returned to Pasadena and
became director of the church-administration department (CAD) and was
replaced in Big Sandy by long-time
dean of students Ronald Kelly.
(Mr. Dart and his wife, Allie, nowadays live in Whitehouse, Texas, and
operate Christian Educational Ministries, which sponsors Mr. Dart’s syndicated Born to Win broadcast on radio
in the United States and other countries.)
To Mr. Kelly fell the emotionally
draining chore of announcing that the
Big Sandy campus of Ambassador
College would close and the property
be put up for sale in 1977.
One hundred eleven students were
Big Sandy graduates that year.

Continued from page 5

students worked half time, about 20
hours per week.
Mr. McCullough explained that
working one’s way through college
was an important part of one’s education.
“Mr. Armstrong felt that learning
how to work was an important part of
the college experience,” he said. “All
students were required to work, and
most of them at that time could not
afford not to work.”
Besides working 20 hours a week
during the school year, many students
would stay on campus during the summer and work 40 hours or even, in
some cases, as many as 70 hours a
week.
JOURNAL publisher Dixon Cartwright of Big Sandy, a student laborer
in various departments during his
Ambassador career from 1966 to 1969,
remembered “working 60 and 70 hours
a week on the plumbing crew on campus the summer of 1967.”
Mr. Cartwright recalled “baking in
the sun in June 1967” while laying 8inch sewer pipe with Edward Phillips,
Vance Bailey, Mac Hanna, Don Griffith,
Dean Koeneke, John Dickerson, Frank
McCrady, Garry de Jager and others
“while listening to a play-by-play of the
Six-Day War on a portable radio.”
“It was like we had our own city,”
said Mr. McCullough. “We had to develop our own water system. SWEPCO [Southwestern Electric Power Co.]
brought electrical power to the campus, and we had to take it from there.
“We raised our own beef cattle and
even sent beef to Pasadena. There were
300 to 400 head of beef. We had 50 to
60 Brown Swiss dairy cattle.”
Campus crews, including many students, worked on the college’s ranch.
“At one time we provided our own
meat, milk and eggs,” said Mr. McCullough.
This writer remembers a campus
fruit-and-vegetable program that provided fresh produce for the college for
a time in the 1970s.
More departments in Big Sandy
With an abundance of manpower,
Mr. McCullough convinced church
officials in Pasadena to transfer some
of the church’s operations to the East
Texas campus.
The Spanish department worked out
of the Big Sandy location for many
years writing, translating and publishing church literature in Spanish.
For a while La Pura Verdad (The
Plain Truth), Albores (the Spanish version of Tomorrow’s World) and many
reprint articles and booklets were a
product of the printing department on
campus overseen by Ellis Stewart of
Big Sandy, as well as the Spanish version of booklets and lessons of the
Ambassador College Bible Correspondence Course.
“Dr. [Benjamin] Rea was over the
Spanish department, which was in
Bricket Wood, England,” said Mr.
Stewart. “When Dr. Rea died of a heart
attack, the department was moved to
Big Sandy, and Dr. [Charles] Dorothy
became the manager. The circulation
of the Spanish Plain Truth was
126,000 when we printed it here.”
“I was always trying to get other
jobs here,” said Mr. McCullough. “I
got the mail department moved here.”
Mr. Stewart recalled the move of
part of the church’s mailing operations
from Pasadena to Big Sandy.
“Ray Dick was sent down as manager,” said Mr. Stewart. “People [fans
of the church’s radio broadcast] would
request information, and Mr. Dick
would have us print the needed material. We reprinted a lot of articles and
booklets.
“The work program for the students
was wonderful. We trained quite a few
students in printing and binding and
related jobs.”
‘The Worldwide News’
In 1973 Garner Ted Armstrong approved the publishing of a church
newspaper.
Involved with the early planning of
what became The Worldwide News,
which came out every other week,
were Big Sandy dean of students Ron
Kelly and especially a 1966 Ambassador graduate and faculty member, John
Robinson.

Mr. Robinson and Mr. Kelly, aided
by printing-department employees including several students, wrote, laid
out and printed a prototype of what the
newspaper could look like and presented it for approval to the younger Mr.
Armstrong.
Staff inflation
“The on-site mover and shaker of
the original version of The Worldwide
News, which began in Big Sandy April
1, 1973, and ended in the spring of
1978, was John Robinson,” said a staff
member of the original five years, Mr.
Cartwright.
“I just checked the old masthead, or
staff box, of the first issue,” he said,
“and was surprised that we included 56
people on the original staff.”
That staff listing was “grossly inflated,” said Mr. Cartwright, as were the
staffs of other WCG publications, to
make them look “more official and
more impressive.”
The original listing included people
who had nothing to do with The
Worldwide News such as Colin Adair
and Norman Smith, said Mr. Cartwright.
“Early in 1974, the second year of
the WN’s publication, the staff list
magically shrank to a more-realistic
13,” said Mr. Cartwright.
A partial listing of the staff, employees who actually were involved in
the WN’s administration or production
over the five years, included:
Editor in chief Herbert W. Armstrong; editor Garner Ted Armstrong;
managing editor John Robinson (who
died in 2006); writers and layout artists
Scott Ashley, Rick Baumgartner, Randy
Brelsford, Linda Cartwright, Paula Cummins, Gerry Ghearing, Sheila Dennis,
Janie George, Tom Hanson, Dave Havir, Gene Hogberg, Kimberly Kessler,
Clyde Kilough, Sherry L. Marsh, David
McKee, Dave Molnar, Michele Molnar,
Ava Norton, Faye Odie, Mac Overton,
Klaus Rothe, Vivian Rothe, Linda
Moll, Ken Treybig, Tricia Willhoite
and Jim Worthen; photographers Pete
Leschak, Scott Moss, Roland Rees,
Eugene Smyda and John Wright; circulation managers David Blue and Karen
Gardner; and copy editor Dixon
Cartwright.
Though not always named as staff
members, personnel in the college’s
printing department contributed to the
WN’s production, including Mike
Hale, Dean Koeneke, Ellis Stewart
and Marty Yale; and many localchurch-member volunteers.
The printing-department crew would
do the camera and other prepress work,
then furnish the printer, The Gladewater Mirror, with negatives from
which to burn the plates for an old
Harris web offset printing press.
“Although the elder Mr. Armstrong
was acknowledged as editor in chief,
he was not much involved with the
early issues, as I remember,” said Mr.
Cartwright.
“GTA [Garner Ted Armstrong] was
directly involved, although in the five
years of the original WN we could
never get him to visit our production
area or meet with the production staff
in any way except over the phone.”
Mr. Cartwright said the original
Worldwide News, published from 1973
to 1978, was an “interesting phenomenon.”
“It was the closest thing the Radio/
Worldwide Church of God had had to
a free press,” he said. “We were still
controlled, but we did manage to write
and publish hard news.
“For example, we reported on our
front page when a church employee, a

Property reverts
Mr. Armstrong and his assistants
named Guy Carnes, associate dean of
students at Big Sandy, as property
manager to oversee the crew of 25
employees who remained to maintain
the facility that had shrunk to 1,600
acres.
The church property reverted to a
See RON DART, page 23

A Reconciliation of
Exodus 23:14–16 with Leviticus 23

E

xodus 23:14-16 lists three chags or chagags (Hebrew for “feast”):

1) Seven days of unleavened bread, Nisan
14-20: the days include the Passover on the
14th (Ex 12:18; Deut 16:4-5; Eze 45:21; Mat
26:17; Mark 14:1, 12; Luke 22:1, 7; Acts 12:3,
4), the feast (Lev 23:6; Ex 12:17, Num 28:17)
on the 15th celebrating the exodus, and the
waving of the firstfruits on the Sunday during the days of unleavened bread. Notes:
“Times” in Ex 23:14 does not mean “seasons.” Lev 23:6 in the Hebrew language does
not state the feast begins on the 15th.
2) Feast of weeks/harvest/firstfruits, i.e.
Pentecost, on the seventh Sunday after the
days of unleavened bread.

3) Feast of tabernacles, Tishri 15-21.
Leviticus 23 lists moeds (Hebrew for “fixed
time” or “appointment”): they are the three
feasts above, and the weekly sabbath, and the
annual sabbaths. The annual sabbaths are not
feasts; otherwise there would be more than
three feasts as listed in Exodus 23. But God
commands only three. There is no scripture in
the Hebrew/Greek that contradicts Exodus
23:14-16 and suggests more than three feasts.
The annual sabbaths are Tishri 1, 10, and 22.
Conclusion: all chags are moeds but not all
moeds are chags. The word “feasts” in Lev
23:1-4 is a mistranslation, should be “fixed
times” as in the Tanakh, or “appointments.”

—David Rydholm

To comment: davidrydholm@yahoo.com
or 4110 Delphi Rd SW, Olympia, WA 98512
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Feast of Tabernacles is a blessing, and crickets are cricket
plish the work of God very rapidly.
Church of God members faithfully
pay tithes to God, but it is not enough
for our new vast mission fields. Every
month I usually need at least US$20
for my gospel ministry.
In October two heavenly angels
were seen flying over Myitkyina, the
capital town of Kachinland. Some

Continued from page 1

a day spent outside in God’s glorious
beauty. The weather was perfect, and
it was a great day to reflect on the perfection of God’s creation while the
workers showed us the vegetables
and fruits.
We also grubbed on some crickets,
which was a really neat and crunchy
experience.
Along with Queen Sirikit’s project,
we spent another day at the Wood
Carving and Umbrella Center, where
we got to witness skilled craftsmen
(men and women) create beautiful
furniture, umbrellas and artwork right
before our eyes.
The Feast was a joyous occasion
with many activities, but, although
they were fun and exciting, that is not
what made the Feast.
What made the Feast of Tabernacles was the oneness, love and excitement that buzzed in the room each
day we all sat in church.

1
FEAST IN GLENWOOD SPRINGS AND CHIANG MAI—Photo 1: Friends observe the
Glenwood Springs Feast in Colorado. From left: Colleen Atteberry, Melody Bacher, Marita
Corey, Sherry Merritt, Rose Stech and Tina Slater. Photos 2 through 4 are from the Chiang Mai,
Thailand, site sponsored by Legacy Institute. Photo 2: Feastgoers in Thailand pose for the camera. Photo 3: Volunteers, workers and students attend the Feast in Thailand. Photo 4: Lacee
Hilgen, a volunteer teacher at the school operated by Legacy Institute, eats a cricket. See another Feast photo on page 1 of this issue. [Photos courtesy Colleen Atteberry and Leon Sexton]

Just the way God likes it
The Feast is about God’s perfect
plan, and we sat in church learning
about God’s future for us. We listened
to inspiring music that told stories of
God’s love, we fellowshipped with
each other, and we focused for eight
days on God’s Kingdom.
The Feast this year in Chiang Mai
was enriching and inspiring and
incredibly unified, just the way God
likes it. Lacee Hilgen, volunteer
teacher.
WORK AND TRAIN HARDER
LENWOOD SPRINGS, Colo.—
Around 100 brethren were
blessed to keep God’s Feast of Tabernacles at beautiful Glenwood Springs,
sponsored by the Grand Junction
Christian Church of God, down the
road about 80 miles.
Brethren came from many states to
attend and gather together with love
and caring for all.
Messages were inspiring, including the offertory message given by
minister Del Leger.
Ken Miles encouraged us to work
harder in our training in his message,
“Developing Your Ministry.”
Rich Traver gave “What We
Should Be Doing. Dave Chandron
presented “The Coming World.”
We also heard “Things Will Happen by Coy Cobert and “Where Is
Here?” by Jim Adrianas.
We listened to moving messages
such as “God Will Be Gracious Still”
by Les Jenkins, “Repentance and the
Second Exodus” by Jeff Maehr and
“We Only Have One Enemy” by Gerald Steenport.
Elbert Keefauver instructed us in
“The Jubilee Principle.”
We had so much to bring home
with us and mull over and study in the
coming year.
Family Day was wonderful up on
Iron Mountain, accessed by tramway.
The senior luncheon and dinnerdance are always enjoyable: eating
and visiting with old friends and new.
The free day allowed brethren to
do whatever their hearts desired: traveling or sitting beside the pool visiting.
The trees turning color in the surrounding mountains were spectacular.
We could only wish that it would last
longer. Colleen Atteberry, Hawkins,
Texas.

2

Festival at Honey Creek
ORAVIA, Iowa—What a wonderful festival out in the sticks
at Honey Creek Resort, just west of
Ottumwa. We were about 50 miles
southeast of Des Moines.
Most of the Feast was a little cool,
with rain now and then.
Sermons were on education and
growth mostly, and a little on the
world tomorrow.
For most, the Feast of Tabernacles
started Wednesday night, Oct. 8. We
had a meet-and-greet dinner and
group prayer and sukkah consecration.

M

Ron Dart, Les McCullough switched jobs
Continued from page 22

site for only a local congregation and a
venue for the Feast of Tabernacles.
Two more Feasts of Tabernacles
took place at Big Sandy, then church
leaders decided Big Sandy would not
serve as a Feast site in 1979.
That was also the year that officials
from the State of California abruptly
visited the Pasadena property in a
move that resulted in the headquarters
property of the church falling into a
court-ordered receivership.
Although Big Sandy was not an
official Feast site in 1979, about 75
people observed the fall festival on the
former campus to ensure security and
keep necessary systems running at the
mothballed facility and provide a Feast
for some elderly church members who
could not travel.
Jim Lee, a WCG elder and employee who worked out of the local
church office, coordinated the tiny site
while most of the Big Sandy congregation transferred to Biloxi, Miss., for the
Feast.
Back in Big Sandy
In 1980 the Feast was back in Big
Sandy, and the WCG continued sponsoring a festival observance here until
the late 1990s.
The loss of more than 600 college
students as well as most of the staff and
instructors decreased the local mem-

G
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On Friday, Oct. 10, were services and then lunch at the pavilion.
Later came a welcome Sabbath with
Hebraic dancing.
On the Sabbath of Oct. 11 were
services. Later we had a group dinner
and dance.
On Sunday, Oct. 12, were seminars and lunch. Sunday night saw personal forums.
On Monday, Oct. 13, there were
Bible studies, services and a scheduled cabin-loop dinner, moved indoors because of rain.
On Tuesday, Oct. 14, were seminars, music and lunch.
We had split services on Wednesday, Oct. 15, along with the blessing
of the children and dinner. There were
also seminars.
Thursday, Oct. 16, was the traditional Eighth Day. There were services and lunch.
There was also a Jerusalem-time
Eighth Day service on Friday, Oct.
17, for believers in Jerusalem time.
One day, after breakfast, I got word
that Sharon Ledy was sick and vomiting and passing out. I said we needed
to pray for her.

FEAST IN THE MIDST OF WAR
AKE INDAWGYI REGION,
Kachinland—We and a few groups
successfully celebrated the Feast of
Tabernacles and Last Great Day in our
hometown without any difficulties.
But all the scattered church members from various areas could not
come to participate in our Feast site
because of the terrible fightings.
Kachinland is still a war field.
On Oct. 27, 2014, I received the
Aug. 31 issue of THE JOURNAL. I thank
you so much that you kindly described
the address of our Feast site in your
Feast listings of 257 sites for 2014. We
were all very much happy and glad to
see our Feast site in that issue.
THE JOURNAL is one of the very
important bridges for the Churches of
God members from around the world.
Through reading THE JOURNAL we
have come to know about the mission
activities from various countries.
Even though the children of God
have many names, such as the Church
of God, United Church of God,
Living Church of God, Church of
God a Worldwide Association and
Continuing Church of God, we all
have the same faith and belief, and we
must be united in our hearts to accom-
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bership, but the congregation continued.
Church officials—and local realestate brokers—aggressively tried to
sell the Texas property.
In anticipation of losing the facility,
many church members in the Big
Sandy area were assigned to the nearby WCG congregation in Tyler pastored by Don Ward, who had served in
Big Sandy and Pasadena as dean of
faculty and in Pasadena briefly as president.
Selmer Hegvold served as pastor in
Big Sandy at that time and was assisted by former Imperial Schools principal Norvel Pyle.
Still using the property
Although the college was to remain
closed until 1981, the church continued to sponsor church and community
activities on the property.
The facility was the site of training
for church ministers and youth programs including talent contests, local
and national track meets, basketball
tournaments, volleyball tournaments
and cheerleading competitions.
The Big Sandy and outlying congregations also made use of the church
property for adult sports events such as
basketball, volleyball and softball tournaments.
TO BE CONTINUED

Living reports on HQ council meetings
Continued from page 1

At the morning service I asked
Nate Rolling, the morning announcer,
to pray for her. A moment later
Sharon and Jeff Ledy appeared and
Sharon was healed.
I must admit there were several
seminars during the period. Some
were by Jeff and Sharon Ledy and
Dan and Margie White. Andy Laws
gave the series on men conquering.
I was grateful for the Greyhound
running with only three or four passengers between Columbia and Ottumwa.
I was also grateful for Jeff and
Sharon picking me up at Ottumwa.
Larry Graff, House Springs, Mo.

Kachin people caught the picture of
flying angels on their phone cameras.
I myself have seen the flying angels
on the phone screen. Amazing!
We remain hopeful and thankful.
Pastor Lazum Brang, gospel minister
and frontier evangelist, P.O. Na
Mawn–01114, Lake Indawgyi Region,
Kachinland, Via Myanmar (Burma).

advise the presiding evangelist, giving him input and insight on doctrines, practices, programs and functions of the church. Membership in
the council is rotated every two or
three years.
Presiding
Evangelist
Meredith was
one of the original evangelists
of the Radio/
Wo r l d w i d e
Church of God,
ordained by the
late Herbert Armstrong in DeDexter Wakefield
cember 1952.
For decades
Dr. Meredith was a prominent minister
in the WCG, spreading the church’s
message through booklets, magazine
articles and evangelistic campaigns,
even serving as director of the
church’s field ministry in the 1970s.
WCG changes
In the 1980s Dr. Meredith’s role in
the WCG was diminished, and in
1986 Mr. Armstrong died.
After Mr. Armstrong’s death the
WCG began changing its doctrines
and practices, culminating in the
church ceasing for the most part to be
a Sabbatarian organization and eventually changing its name.
Many ministers and other members including Dr. Meredith objected,
seceded from the church and formed
several independent groups and multicongregational denominations.
Dr. Meredith founded the Global
Church of God (GCG) in 1992 but
was controversially fired in 1998
from his positions as chairman of its
board and presiding evangelist.
He soon thereafter formed the
LCG in December 1998, with as
many as 80 percent of Global’s membership following him.
(See “RCM Says No Takeover in
Offing,” THE JOURNAL, issue No. 19,

dated Aug. 31, 1998, and “Roderick
C. Meredith and Global Church of
God Part Because of Differences on
Governance,” issue No. 22, dated
Nov. 30, 1998.)
Top down
Over the years Dr. Meredith has
been a staunch supporter of a strong
centralized, top-down church government as opposed to the presbyterian,
congregational and locally autonomous
church-governmental systems that have
gained momentum in the Churches of
God over the last few decades.
In 1995 Dr. Meredith participated
in a series of commentaries in the
independent (and now-nonexistent)
In Transition Church of God newspaper in which he debated with antihierarchy advocate Norman Edwards
over the issue of church government.
Succession of office
Besides discussing matters reported
in the church’s press release, Mr.
Wakefield informed THE JOURNAL that
the council of elders also issued a unanimous affirmation concerning the succession of the office of presiding evangelist of the Living Church of God.
After Dr. Meredith has completed
his service, Mr. Wakefield said, Richard Ames of Charlotte is next in line
to serve, followed by Gerald Weston
of Mississauga, Ont., Canada.
Mr. Ames is a former presenter on
the WCG’s World Tomorrow telecast
and current presenter in the LCG’s
Tomorrow’s World telecast. He served
as registrar at Ambassador College,
Pasadena, 1988-90.
Mr. Weston is also an LCG TV
presenter and an LCG youth director.
The council, according to Mr.
Wakefield, adjourned with members
expressing enthusiasm for returning
to their respective areas and continuing to do the work of God.
For more information about the
LCG, write P.O. Box 3810, Charlotte,
N.C. 28227, or call (704) 844-1970,
or visit lcg.org.
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Ion moves UCG’s Beyond Today TV time
other (mostly older) denominations and trouble” and to offer practical ways to
By Edward Malone
he United Church of God an- locally governed congregations that help people improve their lives today
nounced that its Beyond Today include the word United in their names. while pointing to a bright hope for all
television program will
humanity tomorrow.
be airing on a new day and
Three presenters
time beginning Friday, Jan. 2,
2015. The program will now
The television program is
air each Friday morning at
anchored by UCG ministers
8:30 eastern time.
Darris McNeely, Steve MyAccording to a recent
ers and Gary Petty.
church press release, the Ion
Ion Television is an AmerTelevision Network (formerican broadcast, cable and
ly Pax TV), through which
satellite network that focusBeyond Today is distributed,
es on family-oriented enterhas decided to air its own nettainment programming.
work programming in the 9
As of 2013, Ion was rea.m. slot each day rather than
ceivable for approximately
the 11 a.m. time the program101.4 million American
ming had formerly aired.
households through its
This adjustment in schedgroup of 60-plus stations
uling displaces the old time
and through its cable and
slot of Sunday at 9 a.m. that THREE PRESENTERS—The presenters for the Beyond satellite providers.
Today
television
program
produced
by
the
United
Church
of
Beyond Today had enjoyed.
In addition to Ion TeleGod are (from left) Steve Myers, Darris McNeely and Gary
vision,
Beyond Today may
Petty. [United Church of God photo]
Much deliberation
also be viewed on Roku
After much deliberation,
devices as well as on Ninthe UCG purchased the new time of
According to the UCG website, the tendo Wii or Sony X-Box sets by
Friday mornings at 8:30 for the same purpose of the Beyond Today televi- using the free Beyond Today Youprice it had previously paid.
sion program is to provide “genuine Tube app.
The United Church of God an In- answers” to questions about relationOne may also subscribe to the
ternational Association
Beyond Today podcast
(UCG) is a Sabbatarian
using iTunes. PreChristian denominationvious telecasts are
The purpose of the Beyond Today
al offshoot of the Worldalso available for view
television program is to provide
wide Church of God.
on YouTube.com.
Founded in 1995 in
For more informa‘genuine
answers.’
Indianapolis, Ind., and
tion about the United
headquartered at first in
Church of God and
Arcadia, Calif., and currently in ships, finances, conflict, religion, cur- Beyond Today, you may visit ucg.org
Milford, Ohio, the UCG calls itself the rent events, life’s purpose, one’s or ucg.org/beyond-today/about.
United Church of God an International future and “much more” in a “world
Or write P.O. Box 541027, CinAssociation to differentiate itself from of increasing personal and global cinnati, Ohio 45254, U.S.A.
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Notes and quotes
The world of tomorrow
CHARLOTTE, N.C.—The
January-February 2015 issue
of Tomorrow’s World magazine,
published six times a year,
is out.
It’s produced by the Charlottebased Living Church of God
(LCG), founded by Roderick
Meredith in 1998.
There is no charge for the
magazine.
Visit lcg.org or write the LCG
at P.O. Box 3810, Charlotte, N.C.
28227, U.S.A.
GCI Seminary handles
AC transcripts
A JOURNAL reader forwarded
an announcement about college
transcripts for graduates and
other former students of
Ambassador College and
Ambassador University.
The Texas campus of AC
became AU in 1994. The last of
AC/AU’s three campuses closed,
in Texas, in 1997.
Official transcripts for AC (from
the Pasadena, Calif., Bricket
Wood, England, and Big Sandy,
Texas, campuses) and AU (Big
Sandy campus only) are
archived and handled by Grace
Communion Seminary,
Glendora, Calif.
For more information and to
download a transcript-request
form to print out and mail to the
seminary, write Ambassador
College Registrar, P.O. Box 875,
Glendora, Calif. 91740, U.S.A.,
or registrar@ambassador.edu.
The fee to order a transcript is
$10 for first-class mail or
$25 for priority mail (to U.S.
addresses only).
17 specialized Web sites
VALLEY SPRINGS, Calif.-The Church of God Faithful
Flock announced the availability
of two booklets, The Ten
Commandments and The Three
Elijahs.
Church founder Alton "Don"
Billingsley's articles have
appeared in each issue of THE
JOURNAL in the CONNECTIONS section for several years now.
Readers of Mr. Billingsley's
articles may not realize he
has many specialized websites,
and they're all accessible at
cog-ff.com. They include at least
the following 17 (these are the
sites' names, not their Web
addresses):
Church of God Faithful Flock;
The Ten Commandments; A
New World Ahead; Just What Do

You Mean . . . Born Again?; A
Watchman for the House of
Israel; Herbert W. Armstrong:
Apostle of God; Herbert W.
Armstrong: His Life and Work;
Pagan Holidays or God's Holy
Days Which?; The Lost Ten
Tribes of Israel; Prophetic
Events; The Restored Truths of
God; Which Day Is the Christian
Sabbath?; Church of God
Faithful Flock--Home School
Association; Three World Views:
Only One Is Going to Happen;
World News Bulletin; Body of
Christ Online; and Free Online
Bible Course.
Write Mr. Billingsley at Church
of God Faithful Flock, P.O. Box
8819, Modesto, Calif. 95357,
U.S.A., or P.O. Box 130, Valley
Springs, Calif. 95252, U.S.A.
Millennial calendar
KENDALL, N.Y.—Brian
Convery has added an article to
the “studies page” of his website
called “What Calendar Will Be
Used During the Millennial Rule
and Therefore?”
The article also appears in the
CONNECTIONS section of this
issue of THE JOURNAL beginning
on page 8.
Visit Mr. Convery’s ministry’s
website at abibofgod.com.
How did Diana die?
BRISBANE, Australia—
Former WCG member John
Morgan is out with another book
about the death of Princess
Diana of Britain.
Mr. Morgan argues
in several books that the automobile crash that killed Diana
in Paris in 1997 was not an
accident.
The latest book,
with its
selfexplanatory title,
is How
They
Murdered
Princess
Diana:
The
Shocking
Truth,
from
Shining Bright Publishing, Mr.
Morgan’s imprint.
The book is available at
Amazon for $27 in trade paperback and $8 as a Kindle ebook.
See also Mr. Morgan’s website
at http://princessdianadeaththe
evidence.weebly.com.
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